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New Frontiers
Ireland’s National Entrepreneur Development Programme

Delivered at local level by Institutes of Technology and funded by Enterprise Ireland, New Frontiers is Ireland’s National Entrepreneur Development Programme for early start-ups.

If you have an innovative business idea and are planning to establish and run your own company, the New Frontiers Programme can provide you with help and support to accelerate your business development and to equip you with the skills and contacts that you need to successfully start and grow your company.

Based in 14 incubation centres across the country, we support 150 start-ups each year from a range of sectors including bio, engineering, food, and technology.

CONTACT DETAILS:
Email: newfrontiers@enterprise-ireland.ie
Website: www.newfrontiers.ie
Blog: www.newfrontiers.ie/blog
Twitter: @ei_newfrontiers
About the Programme

**State Funding Access:** Enterprise Ireland is a chief source of funding for Irish start-ups. The New Frontiers Programme gives founders access to some chief decision makers in the business development process as well as €15,000 for Phase 2 participants.

**Geographic Accessibility:** New Frontiers has 14 centres across Ireland. Most other programmes are based solely in Dublin.

**Equity Taken:** Other programmes take at least 7.5% of the participant’s company. New Frontiers takes 0%.

**Campus Expertise:** New Frontiers participants have access to campus expertise and R&D facilities that the institutes offer.

**Diversity of Participant Companies:** Most private start-up programmes are in the tech sector and focus exclusively on internet companies. New Frontiers takes start-ups from all industries.
INSTITUTE
Athlone Institute of Technology in partnership with Maynooth University

INCUBATION CENTRE
Midlands Innovation and Research Centre and Maynooth University Business Incubation Centre

WEBSITE
www.newfrontiers.ie/locations/athlone

NEW FRONTIERS
PROGRAMME MANAGER:
Nick Allen
PHONE: 090 6483043
EMAIL: nallen@ait.ie

INCUBATION CENTRE
MANAGER:
Michael Lonergan
PHONE: 090 6471882
EMAIL: mlonergan@ait.ie

MAYNOOTH WORKS
COMMERCIALISATION EXECUTIVE:
Owen Laverty
PHONE: 01 7086902
EMAIL: owen.laverty@nuim.ie
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Fanstream TV allows event organisers to stream live video from events and generate revenue from a pay-for-view model and advertising. On Fanstream TV organisers stream official camera feeds and acquire live video from attendees who use our App on their smartphones.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Stephen is a highly-competent and motivated individual with a track record spanning over 20 years in ICT, Digital Media, Finance, and Electronic Engineering.

PROMOTER NAME
Stephen Bennett
COMPANY NAME
Fanstream TV
PHONE: 087 6944977
EMAIL: stephen.bennett@fanstream.tv
WEBSITE: www.fanstream.tv

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Hydrasure is an award-winning company that was formed in 2014 to develop innovative water monitoring solutions for the equine industry.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Emer is a published biologist and qualified horse riding instructor, with a background in freshwater ecology, policy analysis, broadcast video production, as well as having over 30 years’ experience working with horses.

PROMOTER NAME
Emer Cooney
COMPANY NAME
Hydrasure
PHONE: 086 2316711
EMAIL: cooneyem@tcd.ie / emer.cooney@hydrasure.ie
WEBSITE: www.hydrasure.ie
TWITTER: @HydrasureEquine
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Drop Gate is an engineering design company offering a unique alternative to traditional gates and security barriers. The solution offers a cheaper system based on a unique folding apparatus which saves the user time, space and cost.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Mark is a design engineer with 15 years’ experience in product design and management in Europe and North America. Mark decided it was time to bring his innovative design to market and looks forward to transitioning current prototypes to full manufacturing and launching products into global markets over the coming years.

PROMOTER NAME
Mark Coughlan
COMPANY NAME
Drop Gate
PHONE: 085 8863225
EMAIL: dropgateireland@gmail.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Acres Machinery is an R&D and engineering company offering innovative solutions to the agri and construction sectors. The company has recently developed new and unique agricultural machinery products resulting in an award for Ireland’s Best Innovative Agri-Engineering Start-up Business.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Coming from a farming background, David grew up around machinery going on to train as a Plant Fitter and Designer creating some very unique award winning products. David has extensive business experience not just in Agriculture but also in the construction and aviation industries.

PROMOTER NAME
David Doran
COMPANY NAME
Acres Machinery
PHONE: 087 2482065
EMAIL: info@davdor.ie
WEBSITE: www.acresmachinery.com
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Youmigo.com links tourists with local heritage experts. It will allow local experts to make additional income by becoming guides or experience providers in their spare time. Youmigo will unlock and showcase their specialist knowledge, hobby or passion and make them accessible to a global tourism market.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Catherine has a Degree in Business Studies. She has worked in financial roles within the hospitality and tourism industry. Catherine also set up and managed her own gallery and framing studio which specialised in showcasing works by local artists.

PROMOTER NAME
Catherine Dowling
COMPANY NAME
Youmigo.com
PHONE: 087 9834444
EMAIL: catherine.dowling@youmigo.com
WEBSITE: www.youmigo.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
STÓR is a quarterly subscription box service delivering alternate selections of clothing and other grooming products to young male professionals in Dublin, London and other major cities around the globe. Raw materials for clothing will be sourced from organic producers of cotton and bamboo to appeal to the environmentally conscious shopper.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Rob comes from an award winning family business which is a leading clothing retailer in the Midlands. He has experience in all key aspects of the trade, from supply chain management, retail operations to procurement.

PROMOTER NAME
Rob Galvin
COMPANY NAME
STÓR
PHONE: 087 7698513
EMAIL: rob@stor.supply
WEBSITE: www.stor.supply
**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**

AgriKids offers a unique solution for farm safety. Targeting farming parents and their children it has developed a range of books, clothing and safety awareness events aimed at tackling the current crisis in farm safety in Ireland and abroad. Through use of this innovative and child-friendly approach AgriKids will engage, educate and empower children to be more farm safety aware.

**ABOUT THE PROMOTER**

Alma is an experienced marketer having worked in the past with start-ups formulating marketing and communication strategies. She is passionate about her approach to educating children and believes that early engagement on safety is the platform for embedding habits that will endure for farming families into the next generation and beyond.

---

**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**

iGeotec is a geospatial technology company that has developed the Ubipix App which enables video and images, together with tags and GPS, to be recorded. These geocoded video clips can be uploaded, viewed and distributed through Ubipix’s desktop platform.

**ABOUT THE PROMOTER**

Stephanie’s background is in geography and throughout her master’s and doctorate degree she has had extensive experience dealing with data from geographic information systems, field surveys, remotely sensed imagery and meteorological sensors.

---

**PROMOTER NAME**

**Alma Jordan**

**COMPANY NAME**

AgriKids

**PHONE:** 085 7716540

**EMAIL:** alma@agrikids.ie

**WEBSITE:** www.agrikids.ie

---

**PROMOTER NAME**

**Stephanie Keogh**

**COMPANY NAME**

iGeotec Ltd.

**PHONE:** 087 9408610

**EMAIL:** stephanie.keogh@igeotec.com

**WEBSITE:** www.igeotec.com / www.ubipix.com

**TWITTER:** @igeotec
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Mahon Solutions is developing a safe pipe loading attachment, which will dramatically improve the efficiency of transporting large diameter pipes for the water, oil and gas industries. This solution will be aimed at worldwide markets offering safer, faster and cheaper pipe transportation systems to large and small companies.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Enda has 10 years’ experience working in a diverse range of pipe line projects. Five years with a globally recognised company called Murphy’s Pipe and Civil in Australia including supervisory positions such as pipe testing technician, stringing of the pipes and transport of mechanical pipe equipment.

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Parkmywheels is a parking app designed to aid motorists when searching, parking and locating a parking space in an urban environment. Collected traffic data will also be supplied to local authorities to aid traffic management and traffic planning.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Alan Malone has spent his career in business working in the security technology industry. His background involves business development and operations management. He has a degree in Systems Analysis and more recently has a Master’s Degree in International Entrepreneurship from the University of Limerick.
**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**
HWMC Ltd. specialises in the development and distribution of IOT (Internet of Things) devices, working with a new form of communication protocol based on low power data exchange, thereby making impossible data possible.

**ABOUT THE PROMOTER**
Brendan comes from a strong management background as director of HWMC and oversees product development within the company. Defining customer problems and finding the best solutions is a core strength of Brendan’s and he looks forward to driving the business forward.

**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**
Toggam Enterprises has developed a novel approach to the production of environmentally friendly fish feed compounds aimed at major farmed fish producers around the world. The system is based on culturing the larvae of black fly using locally sourced waste food products. A prototype system has been developed and is ready to test in Ireland. In addition to fish feed, the manufacturing process also produces marketable by-products such as fertilizer and certain insect and pet foods.

**ABOUT THE PROMOTER**
Paddy is a graduate with a BSc in Botany and Plant Science with a focus on Industrial, Environmental, Molecular and Cellular Microbiology. He also has experience working in the food industry and looks forward to taking on the challenge of this exciting new venture.

**PROMOTER NAME**
Brendan Mc Donnell

**COMPANY NAME**
HWMC Limited

**PHONE:** 090 6423495 / 089 2193849

**EMAIL:** Brendan@hwmcdistribution.com

**WEBSITE:** www.hwmcdistribution.com
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Plynth is a design company offering a remote charging platform for remote devices such as smart phones, tablets and headsets. The solution takes advantage of the rise in remote charging capability of such devices. The technology is incorporated initially into a lamp stand designed to the highest quality, and in time Plynth will expand the enabled product range to include other household fittings or furniture.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
David graduated from Dublin Institute of Technology as a design engineer and has been a member of the Tullamore Design Hub since 2011. His first venture was the design of the Maglus stylus, a magnetic stylus for iPads, which was well received in the global tech community.

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
UrnTowers offers a unique solution to the twin global problems of high cost burials and the pressure to acquire municipal space to accommodate the growing number of burials in major urban centres across the globe. An Urn Tower is a storage device for cremated remains and facilitates cemeteries, local authorities and bereaved families to avail of a low cost, yet dignified solution to the problem of interring remains whilst retaining an enduring monument to loved ones.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Stephen is a seasoned professional from the world of IT with over 20 years’ experience working with IBM as an IT professional and project manager. Stephen decided to set up his own business and has singlehandedly researched the global market for his product, developed a prototype and is now ready to test launch his service in Ireland and the UK.
INSTITUTE
Institute of Technology Blanchardstown

INCUBATION CENTRE
The LINC

WEBSITE
www.newfrontiers.ie/locations/blanchardstown

NEW FRONTIERS ENTERPRISE MANAGER:
Claire Macnamee
PHONE: 01 8851502
EMAIL: claire.macnamee@itb.ie

INCUBATION CENTRE MANAGER:
Assumpta Harvey
PHONE: 01 8851186
EMAIL: assumpta.harvey@itb.ie
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
We make hardware privacy and security routers for securing your data.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

PROMOTER NAME
Paul Canavan
COMPANY NAME
InvizBox Ltd.
PHONE: 086 3628505
EMAIL: paul@invizbox.io
WEBSITE: www.invizbox.io
TWITTER: @invizbox

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Company from the IT sector, specializing in a wide range of the services for small and medium business. Currently we are developing a project called iGRID which is combination of advanced hardware and innovative software systems which create advanced automation system for home and business users.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
I have extensive experience in Windows OS systems implementation and administration, web design and web application programming (PHP, Java, JavaScript and related).NET programming -C#. I also have experience related to the work for large corporations (HP, Smurfit-Kappa) and large IT projects.

PROMOTER NAME
Adam Czarnik
COMPANY NAME
Shellproof Frog Design
PHONE: 089 2339730 / 01 6947101
EMAIL: info@sfd.ie
WEBSITE: www.sfd.ie
reminiSense specializes in personalized sensory products for people with dementia. A suite of products including bespoke life history quilts and bed bumper panels aim to provide comfort, stimulate the senses and treasure memories.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Catherine Daly is an Occupational Therapist with over 18 years’ experience working with people with dementia and their families. Catherine is passionate about supporting people with dementia to live well and maintain their connection to their identity and life history. Catherine’s hobbies include running, writing, upcycling projects and interior design.

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
We are designing and delivering world-being electronic devices that help people to create the perfect environment at home to relax, to rest, to sleep, to de-stress. Our device is designed to be used on demand, or as a support to go to sleep and wake up more positive, refreshed and resourceful, by using advanced innovative features.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
25 years’ experience in IT Innovation, delivery of wide scale R&D IT Programs. An entrepreneur and innovator, Bertrand is an experienced Manager and has enabled many research programmes in Ireland. He is also a renowned radio host and author as a Personal Development coach and entrepreneur.
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
LearnExPro is a company that will provide an interactive, social, repeatable learning platform for maths that provides an immediate feedback loop to progress a student towards exam success. The vision of the company is to provide universal access to the best education through technology.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Gavin has over a decade’s experience teaching at secondary level. He also has experience in sales, finance and school management. His education background is a BComm from UCD (specialising in management science and information systems) and an HDipEd from Trinity College.

PROMOTER NAME
Gavin Duffy

COMPANY NAME
LearnExPro Ltd.

PHONE: 086 8554564
EMAIL: gavbduffy@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.learnexpro.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
HD Numbers is a sports analytics company with a focus on extrapolating meaningful data from raw statistics. We provide a fantasy game service for the mass market and a consultancy service for soccer clubs.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Degree in Mathematical Sciences from Dublin Institute of Technology. Experience in large database management with HP. Sports enthusiast.

PROMOTER NAME
Ruairi Hickson

COMPANY NAME
HD Numbers Ltd.

PHONE: 085 7374316
EMAIL: ru.hickson@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.hdnumbers.com
TWITTER: @hdnum
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Career Craft is a Career Management Company which offers an online self-coaching platform to allow users to learn about their career preferences in a fun and interactive way. It also provides online cutting edge tutorials on producing resumes and excelling at interview.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Susan Kealy is a Psychologist and Career Coach. She started Career Craft to provide an affordable and accessible way for people to explore their own strengths, capabilities and aspirations in a fun learning environment. An avid traveler, Susan has spent many years living and working abroad, in Australia, Spain and the UK.

PROMOTER NAME
Susan Kealy
COMPANY NAME
Career Craft Ltd.
PHONE: 085 8072285
EMAIL: suekealy@gmail.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Contomply is an interactive platform designed specifically for hauliers, storage providers and mills in the agricultural feed industry. It provides business owners and operators with full track & traceability for assurance scheme purposes, streamlining business processes and increasing efficiency.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Thomasina Maguire BAHRM - Co-founder and Managing Director of Contomply. Expert in operations management & customer relationship building. Overseas experience in HR & software development. Dedicated to enabling companies streamline work processes by utilising our innovative software.

PROMOTER NAME
Thomasina Maguire
COMPANY NAME
Nyleve Technologies Ltd.
PHONE: 087 9158488
EMAIL: tommy@contomply.com
WEBSITE: www.contomply.com
TWITTER: @contomply
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

University tutors are very expensive and extremely hard to find. UniTuition is an online marketplace for connecting university students and tutors. UniTuition increases tutor accessibility and reduces the cost of tutoring sessions by over 50%.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Orla is a Scholar of Trinity College Dublin with a background in psychology, management and technology. She has worked with organisations ranging from small startups to leading consultancies.

PROMOTER NAME

Orla McCallion

COMPANY NAME

UniTuition Ltd.

PHONE: 085 7438329

EMAIL: orla@unituition.com

WEBSITE: www.unituition.com

TWITTER: @OrlaMcCallion

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Next generation enterprise communication, collaboration, and knowledge-management software. Unlocking the productive knowledge contained in the thousands of everyday digital conversations occurring across a company; reducing the need for everybody to send emails; keeping all stakeholders effortlessly in the loop; securing all conversations against theft.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

System engineer and researcher, specialising in communication technologies. Background in wireless systems for portable devices highlighted how advanced communication systems have become, and how behind the times email is. Been known to dabble in amateur acting and writing.

PROMOTER NAME

Hugh O’Brien

COMPANY NAME

Luminiferous Ltd.

PHONE: 085 3133749

EMAIL: obrien.hugh@gmail.com

WEBSITE: www.luminiferous.ie
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
We are a high tech company using machine learning to create a real time mechanical system for removing varroa mites from honeybees as they enter and exit the hive. We are operating in the honeybee industry.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
I have experience in 3D rapid prototyping, CAD design, as well as programing, robotics and automation. I have applied my skills by taking the lead role on building the hardware for our prototype. I am also an avid mountain biker and enjoy all forms of extreme sports.

PROMOTER NAME
John O’Reilly

COMPANY NAME
Blazer Technologies Ltd.

PHONE: 086 7362522
EMAIL: john@blazer.buzz
WEBSITE: www.blazer.buzz
TWITTER: @blazersystems

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Computer Vision Software Company focused on B2B software research and development. Currently working on software development kit (SDK) that can be used for any B2C product that needs camera for ADAS, IoT, UAV, Robotics sectors.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Overall 8 years of previous entrepreneurial experience and 8 years of working experience in private, public and voluntary sectors. Expertise in international event management, media, education and international business. Skills: (international) team management, business planning, marketing, strategic customer relationship management.

PROMOTER NAME
Anna Ryzova

COMPANY NAME
iMAGE Vision Software Ltd.

PHONE: 087 2387659
EMAIL: anna.ryzova@image-vs.com
WEBSITE: www.image-vs.com
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Automated Invoice Processing, accountsDRIVE software automatically reads invoices sent by suppliers and puts the completed information into a company’s accounts package.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Eleven years in business, currently largest supplier of business laser printing machines online in Ireland. Over ten years working as semiconductor equipment engineer. Enjoy reading and playing golf.

PROMOTER NAME
Colm Woods

COMPANY NAME
accountsDRIVE

PHONE: 087 9035047
EMAIL: colm@accountsdrive.com
WEBSITE: www.accountsdrive.com
TWITTER: @accountsDRIVE
INSTITUTE
Institute of Technology Carlow
INCUBATION CENTRE
Enterprise & Research Incubation Campus
WEBSITE
www.newfrontiers.ie/locations/carlow

NEW FRONTIERS PROGRAMME MANAGER:
Ailish Delaney
PHONE: 059 9175208
EMAIL: ailish.delaney@itcarlow.ie

NEW FRONTIERS PROGRAMME ADMINISTRATOR:
Maresa Fitzhenry
PHONE: 059 9175220
EMAIL: maresa.fitzhenry@itcarlow.ie
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Condell Alignment Systems is a manufacturing company for new innovative pipe alignment tools for the water, oil & gas facilities industry.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Ruth and her business partner have over fifteen years’ engineering experience, mainly involving project management of gas pipelines and other large mechanical installations.

PROMOTER NAME
Ruth Condell
COMPANY NAME
Condell Alignment Systems Ltd.
PHONE: 087 2144478
EMAIL: condelleng@eircom.net

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Tumbledown Media Ltd was established to create media, marketing and animation platforms for “Freddy Buttons”. Freddy Buttons is an 8 year old animated boy who, through books, an online platform and animation teaches children about where their food comes from.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Fiona Dillon is one of Ireland’s best known food-writers. She writes for the Irish Farmer’s Journal and TheTaste.ie. A certified trainer and speaker on current food trends, Fiona is the Food Correspondent for KCLR96FM and the creator of Freddy Buttons.

PROMOTER NAME
Fiona Dillon
COMPANY NAME
Tumbledown Media Ltd
PHONE: 085 1057314
EMAIL: hello@fionadillon.com
WEBSITE: www.freddybuttons.com
TWITTER: @FionaDillonHL
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY CARLOW

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Irish Biltong have developed an innovative dried beef health snack. Building on the success of this product they are developing a high concentrated protein bar using an innovative mix of ingredients.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Noreen was born into a farming background and started her career in sales. She has been working for the past ten years in the meat sector of the food industry. This product maximizes her passion for healthy food.

PROMOTER NAME
Noreen Doyle
COMPANY NAME
Irish Biltong Co.
PHONE: 045 856021 / 086 1539338
EMAIL: Irishbiltong@haynestownmeats.ie
WEBSITE: www.irishbiltong.ie
TWITTER: @irishbiltong

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Our software, Veri.ie helps the training manager to ensure quality while saving time and money. It provides evidence for quality systems via cloud based backend supervision for administrators and frontline tutor reporting for planning, administrating, evaluating courses and communicating with learners.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Ann-Marie McSorley is a training industry expert and excellent project manager. Her key people skills has secured the growth of her training business, she is now developing Veri.ie, a solution for the busy training professional that saves time and money while ensuring quality.

PROMOTER NAME
Ann-Marie Mc Sorley
COMPANY NAME
Veri.ie
PHONE: 087 6874887
EMAIL: info@veri.ie
WEBSITE: www.veri.ie
TWITTER: @veriireland
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Dynomed has developed an interactive healthcare enhancement platform (e-health system) that is designed specifically for patients using continuous positive airway pressure therapy (CPAP/BiPAP). The technology quantifies data to allow all involved parties make best practice decisions throughout a patient’s therapy period.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Mark has over ten years’ experience in medical sciences with specialisation in the neurological and respiratory fields. Specific experience and knowledge being exploited for Dynomed has been acquired from working on the coalface of medical device applications.

PROMOTER NAME
Mark Rowe
COMPANY NAME
Dynomed Ltd
PHONE: 086 1089848
EMAIL: m.rowe@live.com
WEBSITE: www.dynomed.ie

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Business Communication Technology for the Future GlobalCOM’s proprietary technology addresses the present and future communication tools. It does so by providing Online Voice & Video for Customer to Business communications and all other Business phone communications.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Co-founder Aidan worked in financial services for over 30 years. He is a Life Fellow of the Chartered Securities Institute and former member of the Irish and UK Stock Exchanges. From 2006, he managed a portfolio of assets across a range of asset classes.

PROMOTER NAME
Aidan Sheerin
COMPANY NAME
GlobalCOM Technology Innovation Ltd
PHONE: 087 8559505
EMAIL: aidan@globalcom.ie
WEBSITE: www.globalcom.ie
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Smyth & O’Reilly Artisan Irish Distillers Ltd., based at the historic Ballydarton House, Fenagh, Co. Carlow, is producing a handcrafted, premium high end gin, with real authenticity, heritage and providence, aimed at international export markets.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Charles is a Co-Founder of Smyth & O’Reilly Artisan Irish Distillers Ltd. Charles graduated from the University of Reading with a BSc in Agriculture and also holds an MSc in Agricultural Economics, and currently farms a range of cereal crops on the family farm.

PROMOTER NAME
Charles Smyth

COMPANY NAME
Smyth & O’Reilly Artisan Irish Distillers Ltd.

PHONE: 087 2442527
EMAIL: charles@artisanirishdistillers.com
WEBSITE: smythandoreilly.com
TWITTER: @gindistillers

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Sanigrip Ltd. has designed, developed and patented a new hand hygiene product which has changed the mind-set on hand hygiene. Targeted at the healthcare profession this product simply disinfects your hands as you walk through a door. Sanigrip is the first of its kind that does not require power or batteries.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
PJ is co-founder of Sanigrip Ltd. He has over twenty years’ experience in the construction industry. He identified the need for hand hygiene to be improved within the healthcare sector and beyond.

PROMOTER NAME
PJ Spruhan

COMPANY NAME
Sanigrip

PHONE: 059 9136874 / 087 9889059
EMAIL: info@sanigrip.care
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Equi-Pass is an online delivery platform for equine veterinary professionals, which digitally automates the process of equine identification and registration, on handheld electronic devices that is valid for worldwide use.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
A qualified accountant, John has a solid background in both financial and managerial accounting having worked in both practice and industry. He is an ambitious, capable, self-motivated individual with an ability to learn new skills quickly and competently.

PROMOTER NAME
John Wilson BA, ACCA

COMPANY NAME
Equine Data Solutions Limited T/A Equi-Pass

PHONE: 086 1511159
EMAIL: john@equinedata solutions.com
WEBSITE: www.equinedata solutions.com
TWITTER: @Equi_Pass
INSTITUTE

Cork Institute of Technology

INCUBATION CENTRE
Rubicon Centre

WEBSITE
www.newfrontiers.ie/locations/cork

NEW FRONTIERS PROGRAMME MANAGER:

Peter Finnegan
PHONE:
021 4928916
EMAIL:
Peter.Finnegan@rubiconcentre.ie

INNOVATION CENTRE MANAGER:

Paul Healy
PHONE:
021 4928901
EMAIL:
paul.healy@cit.ie
## Your Irish Heritage

**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**
Your Irish Heritage offers online genealogy services to people in the USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and the UK who have Irish ancestry. We sell subscriptions that give a user access to online education, community, in-community apps and special offers. The company is based in Ireland.

**ABOUT THE PROMOTER**
Mike Collins is a previous Director of Education in a number of computing companies and is also an Electronics Engineer. Founder at Your Irish Heritage. Hobbies: Genealogy and genealogy-based travel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROMOTER NAME</th>
<th>Mike Collins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COMPANY NAME</td>
<td>Your Irish Heritage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHONE:</td>
<td>086 0272919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMAIL:</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mike@youririshheritage.com">mike@youririshheritage.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEBSITE:</td>
<td><a href="http://www.youririshheritage.com">www.youririshheritage.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWITTER:</td>
<td>@MikeYourIrish</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## TipTapTap

**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**
TipTapTap is an interactive school desk combined with a suite of software learning applications, which enhances traditional teaching and supports multi-user interaction within the classroom. It’s a low cost solution compatible with schools existing ICT infrastructure.

**ABOUT THE PROMOTER**
Father of 6 and avid golfer, Stephen Collins has extensive entrepreneurial experience. Founder of several tech start-ups, Stephen is CEO & Co-Founder of TipTapTap.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROMOTER NAME</th>
<th>Stephen Collins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COMPANY NAME</td>
<td>TipTapTap Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHONE:</td>
<td>087 6488071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMAIL:</td>
<td><a href="mailto:stephen@tiptaptap.ie">stephen@tiptaptap.ie</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEBSITE:</td>
<td><a href="http://www.tiptaptap.ie">www.tiptaptap.ie</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWITTER:</td>
<td>@tiptaptap_edu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Bayview Beverages is developing a premium and contemporary coffee cream liqueur targeted at the millennial consumer, primarily urban professionals aged 25-40 yrs old. The product will consist of single malt Irish whiskey, which will have been cold brewed with sustainably sourced, single-origin coffee before being blended with fresh Irish cream.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Conor previously worked for an FMCG multinational. He worked closely with leading global accounts in a business development capacity before leaving his role to pursue his own goals. Conor is enthusiastic about new experiences, travel and Waterford hurling.

PROMOTER NAME
Conor Coughlan
COMPANY NAME
Bayview Beverages
PHONE: 087 9815888
EMAIL: conor@bayviewbeverages.ie
TWITTER: @conorcoughlano

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Voxtake has developed a platform for push-button Response, Instruction, Selection and Control using smartphones. Using TapStak we can add RISaC interactivity to any show, event, marketing campaign or even an item of equipment quickly, easily and cost-effectively.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Michelle is a recent graduate from UCC. She has experience in product design and development and has experience in a multinational Tech company. Outside of the technical field Michelle enjoys volunteering and working with the SVP society.

PROMOTER NAME
Michelle Donovan
COMPANY NAME
Voxtake
PHONE: 086 7323852
EMAIL: michelle.donovan@voxtake.com
WEBSITE: www.voxtake.com
TWITTER: @TapStak
CORK INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Jumble secures email data quickly with one click and integrates with existing email accounts. Jumble’s USP is its simplicity and an array of factors when combined, give Jumble its competitive edge.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Emmet is a co-founder of Jumble. He’s a business professional with a background in engineering. He’s led the Irish division of two multinationals within the engineering and pharma industries through periods of strong growth.

PROMOTER NAME
Emmet Kearney
COMPANY NAME
Jumble
PHONE: 086 1731140
EMAIL: emmet@jumble.io
WEBSITE: www.jumble.io
TWITTER: @jumblesecurity

DMA Foods Ltd is a guilt free snack food manufacturer. The company produces a range of indulgent but healthy potato and vegetable crisps that offer the discerning consumer a premium low energy, clean label and fortified product.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Denis has a background in both electronic engineering and food production, the marriage of which has led to the development of our “guilt free” snack food start up. Hobbies include athletics, reading and vintage cars.

PROMOTER NAME
Denis McCarthy
COMPANY NAME
DMA Foods Ltd
PHONE: 086 8199686
EMAIL: dmafoods@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.thelittlecrispcompany.blogspot.ie
TWITTER: @DMAFoodsLtd
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Naturespharm’s main product is an instant green tea (protected formulation) that is delivered in a powdered form. The product is powdered for the purposes of speed, convenience and consistency of taste. Health benefits include: increases metabolic rate, detoxes the system & increases energy.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Sean McCarthy is a qualified herbalist who blends a powdered instant green tea in Cork. His tea product along with a Vitamin B complex and supplement for maintaining healthy joints are distributed through pharmacies and health stores.

PROMOTER NAME
Seán McCarthy
COMPANY NAME
Naturespharm Ltd
PHONE: 086 2941109
EMAIL: info@naturespharm.com
TWITTER: @naturespharmirl

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
SafeCab is Ireland’s only dedicated provider of live CCTV and panic alarm systems for taxis. SafeCab started with a vision of a dashboard ID system for taxis, which incorporated taxi driver ID displays, panic button facilities along with live CCTV security services to the taxi industry.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
John Motherway has an invaluable amount of experience in the transport sector, a taxi driver for five years and truck driver for 10 years, John has developed skills in transport management, IT and Technology. He is also a network specialist and enjoys music.

PROMOTER NAME
John Motherway
COMPANY NAME
Safe Cab Security Ltd
PHONE: 087 6721719
EMAIL: cdj.104@hotmail.com
WEBSITE: www.safecab.ie
TWITTER: @johnmotherway
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
GYMIX® is gym radio & gym TV, a two tier product and service provider that delivers a revolutionary workout and marketing tool to the health & fitness industry. GYMIX® radically improves the gym experience for gym and health facility users and the customer marketing reach of gym owners.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
John O’Keeffe has over 15 years’ experience in the Commercial Radio sector across Ireland north and south, and as a club and arena DJ across Europe. He has a huge passion for sport, plays football with Nemo Rangers, multi-media, current affairs and technology.

PROMOTER NAME
John O’Keeffe
COMPANY NAME
Murda Media T/A GYMIX®
PHONE: 087 6566148
EMAIL: jok@gymix.ie
WEBSITE: www.gymix.ie
TWITTER: @GYMIX

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
SigmAgileTrigger is an enterprise decision support tool which empowers C-level decision makers to maximise the impact of their R&D spend. The application maintains a record of all spend across distributed development efforts. The tool is fully scalable for use in local, national, or global product development contexts.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Tom is a globally experienced software R&D manager. He has expertise in project, programme & portfolio management, and agile product delivery. He is the founding editor of Deep Water Literary Journal and a lover of the Blues!

PROMOTER NAME
Thomas O’Reilly
COMPANY NAME
SigmAgile
PHONE: 087 6077031
EMAIL: Tom.oreilly@sigmagile.com
WEBSITE: www.sigmagile.com
TWITTER: @SigmAgile
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
The mission of Cloud Calibrations is to provide cloud solutions for small businesses that will improve efficiency, productivity, security and profitability by migrating paper based processes into cloud databases that can be accessed from any location using desktops, tablets and smartphones.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Darren is on course to bring cloud based calibration software to the market. He owns a successful calibration company. He received an honours degree in applied physics and instrumentation from CIT in 2002. Hobbies include fly fishing and general fitness.

PROMOTER NAME
Darren O'Sullivan
COMPANY NAME
Cloud Calibrations
PHONE: 083 1307205
EMAIL: darren@cloudcalibrations.com
WEBSITE: www.cloudcalibrations.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Raerdesign have developed a new design of dual suspended bicycles that solves the problem of bouncing motion in-time with pedal stroke at source, thereby resulting in a more efficient design of bicycle. It has the advantages of being a safer designed bicycle, is more comfortable and is a lighter dual suspended design.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Robert was a cabinet-maker until a car crash prevented him from pursuing this career path. From a motorcycle racing family, Robert taught himself engineering to exploit the technology behind this with many world leading achievements in the field.

PROMOTER NAME
Robert Rae
COMPANY NAME
Raerdesign
PHONE: 087 2596873
EMAIL: raerdesign@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.raerdesign.wix.com/raerdesign2
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Irish Music Apps has developed an educational music app that teaches users how to play Irish tunes on the violin. The Irish Fiddler App is available to download on the App Store. To date the app has been downloaded 3,500 times with the majority of customers based in the US.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Marion is the founder of Irish Music Apps, a company that employs mobile technology to provide Irish music lessons all around the world. Marion grew up in Cork but spent 15 years in the US working for consumer electronic companies such as Palm and Apple.

PROMOTER NAME
Marion Roche Martin
COMPANY NAME
Irish Music Apps
PHONE: 086 0245098
EMAIL: mroche@mac.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
eXtensicon is an education company offering innovative online Competency Based Education programmes in technical communication. These pioneering CBE courses are specifically designed to develop and measure the skills of participants. They allow anyone from large multinational technology based companies to individuals around the world, 24/7 access to highly valuable education programs.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Eileen’s career thus far spans industry, education and research in both the private and public sectors. She has experience working with both multi-national companies and small businesses. During her free time she enjoys the outdoors, running, reading and spending time with her family.

PROMOTER NAME
Dr Eileen Weadick
COMPANY NAME
eXtensicon
PHONE: 086 8641487
EMAIL: eileen.weadick@extensicon.com
WEBSITE: www.extensicon.com
TWITTER: @extensicon
INSTITUTE

Dublin Institute of Technology

INCUBATION CENTRE

DIT Hothouse

WEBSITE

www.newfrontiers.ie/locations/dublin

NEW FRONTIERS PROGRAMME MANAGER, DIT HOTHOUSE/IADT:

Gavin Davidson

PHONE: 01 2401307

EMAIL: gavin.davidson@hothouse.ie

INCUBATION CENTRE MANAGER, DIT HOTHOUSE:

Bernadette O’Reilly

PHONE: 01 2401309

EMAIL: Bernadette.OReilly@hothouse.ie

NEW FRONTIERS PROJECT CO-ORDINATOR, DIT HOTHOUSE/IADT:

Carol Balfe

PHONE: 01 2401307

EMAIL: carol.balfe@hothouse.ie
INSTITUTE
Dún Laoghaire Institute of Art Design and Technology

INCUBATION CENTRE
The Media Cube

WEBSITE
www.newfrontiers.ie/locations/dun-laoghaire

INNOVATION, COMMERCIALISATION & DEVELOPMENT MANAGER, IADT:

Dominic Mullan
PHONE: 01 239 4625
EMAIL: Dominic.mullan@iadt.ie

MEDIA CUBE ADMINISTRATOR, IADT:

Fionnghuala Ní Neill
PHONE: 01 239 4750
EMAIL: Fionnghuala.NiNeill2@iadt.ie
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Bundly is an address book application, which holds all the up-to-date information – including payment information, telephone, email and addresses - of the people that matter to a user at the time they need it, for both professional and private use.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Ex-Googler (Account Manager and Product and Solution Specialist for New Business Sales), MSc in Marketing Management.

PROMOTER NAME

Tim Arits

COMPANY NAME

Bundly Ltd.

PHONE: 083 1585131
EMAIL: tim@bundly.io
WEBSITE: www.bundly.io
TWITTER: @bundly_io

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

MummyCooks is about helping parents set up a healthy feeding relationship with their children and taking them on a journey from weaning to family foods. This is achieved through a combination of recipes, videos tutorials, utensils and equipment designed for batch cooking of healthy foods and to engage children in the cooking process.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Siobhan has become synonymous with feeding and weaning in Ireland and writes regular content for RTE Food, Expose Parenting, MummyPages and Emma’s Diary. Siobhan is Ireland’s Pregnancy and Baby fair weaning expert and she will be on stage doing a cookery demonstration at this year’s event.

PROMOTER NAME

Siobhan Berry

COMPANY NAME

MummyCooks Ltd.

PHONE: 086 8297123
EMAIL: Siobhan@mummycooks.ie
WEBSITE: www.MummyCooks.ie
TWITTER: @mummycooks
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
EnergyElephant provides an easy to use software-as-a-service for energy management to businesses globally. Users simply upload their recent energy bills and instantly see where they can make significant cost savings and reduce CO2 emissions.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER:
Joseph Borza is a chartered engineer with international experience in the energy and environmental sectors. He is an accomplished entrepreneur and was recently runner-up at the 2015 European Young Innovator (InnoPitch) award held in Brussels.

PROMOTER NAME
Joseph Borza
COMPANY NAME
Energy Elephant Ltd
PHONE: 087 2823447
EMAIL: info@energyelephant.com
WEBSITE: www.energyelephant.com
TWITTER: @energyelephant

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Assist Garments design and produce medtech wearables to improve the mobility of the elderly, post procedure and bariatric patients.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Simon Bradshaw has been involved with technology startups in international markets for more than 20 years. He lives in Dublin with his wife Grainne, triplet boys Harry, Jack and Luca and enjoys tennis and golf.

PROMOTER NAME
Simon Bradshaw
COMPANY NAME
Assist Garments Ltd
PHONE: 083 4501202
EMAIL: simon.bradshaw@assistgarments.com
WEBSITE: www.assistgarments.com
TWITTER: @AssistGarments
**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**

Clear Dental aligners directly to the Consumer.

**ABOUT THE PROMOTER**

Head of Ireland and Scotland for Promethean, COO Hairspray COO Pounds2Day.

---

**PROMOTER NAME**

Graham Byrne

**COMPANY NAME**

Your Smile Direct Ltd.

**PHONE:** 087 9970512

**EMAIL:** graham@yoursmiledirect.com

**WEBSITE:** www.yoursmiledirect.com

**TWITTER:** @yoursmiledirect

---

**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**

Our product is a wearable augmented reality vision system, which enables any display device (eg. Virtual Reality HMD) to become a fully dynamic AR device, empowering users with the ability to position and interact with 3D digital objects positioned at precise geographical locations, creating a fully immersive AR experience relative to the physical world.

**ABOUT THE PROMOTER:**

Previous experience includes carpentry and construction with a BSc in Technology. This culmination of knowledge lends a hand in developing this new technology aimed at improving our ability to portray an idea in a visually immersive interactive experience.

**PROMOTER NAME**

Ciaran Canavan

**COMPANY NAME**

Vision Augmented Reality Ltd.

**PHONE:** 085 1302047

**EMAIL:** ciaran.canavan@vision.ar.com

**WEBSITE:** www.vision.ar.com

**TWITTER:** @youcncallmecano
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Skmmp expedites quality image search, provides editing tools, streams topical images for trending content optimising agile distribution.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER:
Aileen has 18 years Communications and Sales experience in Ireland and UK with an academic background in Visual Culture and Communications. 12 years at John Rocha overseeing all PR, Media and Communications. John Rocha Brand Content and Picture Editor, Directed and managed international sales and business development.

PROMOTER NAME
Aileen Carville
COMPANY NAME
Vivid Media Ltd.
PHONE: 087 3869838
EMAIL: aileencarville@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.skmmp.com
TWITTER: @skmmp

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
ArchSure.net will save time for design for busy construction professionals. It will ease a range of statutory and administrative burdens and provide peace of mind, while freeing them up to do the work they enjoy.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
I am an architect with a wide range of experience, who would have loved to use a tool like ArchSure while practicing! I’m also a qualified web developer and PM, with previous founder experience.

PROMOTER NAME
Kevin Comiskey
COMPANY NAME
ArchSure
PHONE: 087 2624355
EMAIL: Kevin@ArchSure.net
WEBSITE: www.ArchSure.net
TWITTER: @kc_ie
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
We are a consumer electronics company for products that add value to mobile devices with a focus on user-centric design. Our first product is a radical new design for a stylus that features an innovative means of interaction.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
David is an architect and is very interested in intelligent design. His first product has brought together his interests in well-designed products, technology and creativity.

PROMOTER NAME
David Craig
COMPANY NAME
Dublin Design Studio Ltd.
PHONE: 086 8051410
EMAIL: david@dublin designstudio.com
WEBSITE: www.getscriba.com
TWITTER: @davidhcraig @getscriba

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
SilOOette is a new social platform that is allowing people to connect in a better way. On SilOOette you can reach new people on your wavelength, cutting through the noise and connecting on what is relevant to you. It is also a platform that offers complete privacy while connecting with others.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Gill Costello is the founder of SilOOette, she is passionately, if not a little obsessively working towards bringing SilOOette to a global market. She has a keen interest in technology and business.

PROMOTER NAME
Gill Costello
COMPANY NAME
SilOOette
PHONE: 087 7937458
EMAIL: gill@silooette.com
WEBSITE: www.silooette.com
TWITTER: @silooette / @gillcostello
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
The one-stop shop for trustworthy and reliable information on accessible destinations. User Generated Website and App. People with reduced mobility exchange first-hand knowledge about the level of access for all kinds of accessible venues, tourist attractions and transport.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Wheelchair user and co-founder of Spinal Injuries Ireland, 20 years working in the disability sector. Developed a holiday section within SII providing accessible holiday information for people with reduced mobility. Set up a company called Swap-Able.com in 2014 which is a home swap or rent company for wheelchair adapted properties.

PROMOTER NAME
Noelle Daly
COMPANY NAME
AccessNearMe.com
PHONE: 087 2326705
EMAIL: noelle@accessnearme.com
WEBSITE: www.swap-able.com
TWITTER: @noellemurphy

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Hotel Centrix is an all-in-one online booking system and digital marketing application that will revolutionise your hospitality business. The application allows you to drive visitors to your website through sophisticated digital marketing and accept bookings through an online booking engine.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Ben Duffy is a strategic and multidisciplinary marketer with a keen eye for innovation and enterprise. He holds a Degree in Marketing from Dublin Business School and a Postgraduate Diploma in Digital Marketing. In 2014, he founded Digital Web Manager, a rapidly growing digital agency that aims to create digital sustainability within companies in Ireland and abroad.

PROMOTER NAME
Ben Duffy
COMPANY NAME
Hotel Centrix Ltd.
PHONE: 086 7788082
EMAIL: ben@digitalwebmanager.com
WEBSITE: www.digitalwebmanager.com
TWITTER: @bendigitalduffy
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Fabrikatyr Analytics collate multiple sources of unstructured text (forum posts, comments and transcripts) and identify the topics, brands and insight across the sources to help users to produce insights, categorise information and garner a deeper understanding of their research brief.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Conor is an intelligent character with excellent team skills and business acumen. He is an expert in using analytics and machine learning to understand digital behavior and quantify the impact of influencing consumers to achieve a business goal.

PROMOTER NAME

Conor Duke

COMPANY NAME

Fabrikatyr Analytics

PHONE: 085 1207729
EMAIL: conor@fabrikatyr.com
WEBSITE: www.fabrikatyr.com
TWITTER: @fabrikatyr

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Purveyance Solutions provide traceability and quality management solutions to the fresh produce industry. We use smart technology and cloud based solutions to provide the fresh produce supply chain with data driven solutions to quality management and waste reduction.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Gerald has over 15 years’ experience in the fresh sector as a technical and quality manager. Trained in agronomy and with experience in 16 different countries Gerald has a wealth of practical knowledge in the field and with all major retailers in the UK and Australia.

PROMOTER NAME

Gerald Eva

COMPANY NAME

Purveyance Ltd.

PHONE: 086 858 1681
EMAIL: Gerald@purveyance solutions.com
WEBSITE: www.purveyance solutions.com
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Circit is automating the audit confirmation process. We are making it very easy for auditors to communicate with banks, solicitors and fintech services in order to confirm details about their client during their audit work.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
David has ten years’ experience as a finance professional including roles as an auditor with Grant Thornton and Head of Finance within technology companies.

PROMOTER NAME
David Heath
COMPANY NAME
Circit Ltd.
PHONE: 087 9380848
EMAIL: david@circithq.com
WEBSITE: www.circithq.com
TWITTER: @circit_HQ

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
An online portal which makes it extremely easy for hospitality businesses to order from their wholesalers, reducing errors and saving time and money for everyone involved in the ordering process.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Previously worked in London as a Management Consultant and ran his own restaurants in Dublin. Enjoys cooking great meals and running and cycling them off!

PROMOTER NAME
Brian Lennon
COMPANY NAME
Elmpark Avenue Ltd. T/A properOrder
PHONE: 087 7830037
EMAIL: brian@properorder.ie
WEBSITE: www.properorder.ie
TWITTER: @properorderIRL
**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**

KillBiller provides a mobile application to phone users that automatically and accurately compares every mobile phone plan available on the Irish market. The application is unique in that the assessment is based on an accurate of a user’s consumption of calls, texts, and data.

**ABOUT THE PROMOTER**

Shane Lynn has a background in computer engineering, having completed a Ph.D. in engineering from Maynooth University & previously worked in Deloitte. The co-founders of KillBiller, Bart Lehane and Ciaran Tobin, come from backgrounds of telecoms software engineering and data analysis, respectively.

---

**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**

Indu is a home health care marketplace which aims to connect people seeking private care in their home with qualified and vetted healthcare professionals in their local area. Indu aims to integrate accessible technology into its service to support care recipients and their families with in-home care management and communication with primary care providers.

**ABOUT THE PROMOTER**

Carol has over 8 years’ experience in the Healthcare sector, both in the provision of care and in commercial roles. As a result, she has an acute awareness of the critical need for development and innovation in the health and social care sector to ensure health care demands of our ageing population are met now and into the future.
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
HouseMyDog is an online service that connects dog owners with vetted & trusted dog sitters across Ireland & the UK. Like airbnb for dogs!

ABOUT THE PROMOTER:
James went to D.I.T where he studied Business & Finance. He did Digital Marketing with the Orson Group who specialize in UI & UX Design.

PROMOTER NAME
James McElroy
COMPANY NAME
House My Dog Ltd.
PHONE: 086 0864445
EMAIL: jm@housemydog.com
WEBSITE: www.HouseMyDog.com
TWITTER: @housemydog

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
WattSpot is setting up a network of phone charging facilities in coffee shops, bookmakers, hotels and many more so you’ll never run out of battery when you’re out and about again. By providing these facilities we are driving footfall to the stores, increasing revenue and elevating their customers’ experience.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER:
Conor McGowan and co-founder Conor Nolan are students of IADT Dun Laoghaire studying Business and Entrepreneurship and Psychology respectively. The business was set up a year ago, with over 50 customers throughout Ireland and the UK.

PROMOTER NAME
Conor McGowan
COMPANY NAME
WattSpot Ltd.
PHONE: 087 8121717
EMAIL: cmcgowan@wattspot.ie
WEBSITE: www.wattspot.ie
TWITTER: @WattSpot
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
MyDealDoc are the creators of two digital marketing apps. The TippleDoc shows users what beer, wine and spirits are on offer in Dunnes, Tesco, Supervalu, Carry Out and Molloys. The BabyDoc does the same except for baby products (nappies, baby wipes, prams etc) in Tesco, Dunnes, Supervalu, Boots, Lloyds, Mothercare & Eurobaby.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER:
Both cofounders Mike and David are chartered accountants having spent 4 years in KPMG prior to founding MyDealDoc. Mike’s department audited consumer and retail companies while David focussed on technology companies, in particular MNC’s.

PROMOTER NAME
Mike Morrissey
COMPANY NAME
Deal – Doc Technologies Ltd.
T/A MyDealDoc
PHONE: 085 1062677
EMAIL: mike@mydealdoc.ie
WEBSITE: www.mydealdoc.ie
TWITTER: @tippledoc / @babydocapp

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
LabCup is a chemical inventory management software.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Eoin is a TCD graduate in Law and Business. He founded LabCup after leaving college and has developed it into a company that has users globally.

PROMOTER NAME
Eoin Mulvey
COMPANY NAME
LabCup Ltd
PHONE: 086 1947187
EMAIL: emulvey@labcup.net
WEBSITE: www.labcup.net
TWITTER: @labcupIRL
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Munroes is a food design innovative brand, designing authentic Jamaican Artisan foods. Our jerk marinades are the first products in our range using a traditional family recipe with new and exciting products to follow. Our ethos is to produce all natural products, as well as partnering with Irish/International companies.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER:
Alistan Munroe has over ten years’ experience in brand design with five years in the food sector working with Aryzta Europe, M&S and Musgraves. Interests include Architecture, Fashion and Music.

PROMOTER NAME
Alistan Munroe
COMPANY NAME
AM Munroes Corporation Ltd.
PHONE: 085 7317110 / +44 203 6088041
EMAIL: alistan@munroes.net
WEBSITE: www.munroes.net
TWITTER: @munroesjerk

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Radically easier rail & coach journey planning & ticket booking.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Web developer & user experience designer.

PROMOTER NAME
Eoghan Murray
COMPANY NAME
Get There Ltd.
PHONE: 086 2361190
EMAIL: eoghan@getthere.ie
WEBSITE: www.getthere.ie
TWITTER: @eoghanomurray
biopharmaWatch is a project risk management software solution for Pharmaceutical/Biologics facility delivery, commissioning and validation. The client can control project risk, facilitating measurement and validation of physical project delivery at each milestone stage.

A seasoned executive in the cloud computing industry and worked as part of the team that launched salesforce.com in EMEA. Passionate about great apps, specialities are Customer Success and Go to market strategy. Spare time is spent trail running, biking and playing outdoors.

Michelle Nolan  
biopharmaWatch Ltd.  
086 8543649  
biopharmawatch@gmail.com  
@biopharmawatch

biopharmaWatch is a project risk management software solution for Pharmaceutical/Biologics facility delivery, commissioning and validation. The client can control project risk, facilitating measurement and validation of physical project delivery at each milestone stage.

A seasoned executive in the cloud computing industry and worked as part of the team that launched salesforce.com in EMEA. Passionate about great apps, specialities are Customer Success and Go to market strategy. Spare time is spent trail running, biking and playing outdoors.

Michelle Nolan  
biopharmaWatch Ltd.  
086 8543649  
biopharmawatch@gmail.com  
@biopharmawatch

Cuckooh is an online platform providing advertising agencies, large brands and SME’s with quick and easy access to quirky, unusual outdoor media space that would be otherwise unobtainable. Cuckooh allows users to earn money by renting out their assets as advertising space.

Managing Director of Rogue.ie a full service creative agency specializing in creative marketing and advertising for small and medium businesses in Ireland & the UK. Adam is in charge of new business development, client acquisition and strategic planning.

Adam O’Flynn  
Cuckooh Media Ltd.  
087 0524353  
adam@cuckooh.com  
www.cuckooh.com  
@cuckoomedia / @oflynn92
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Gametionary is an innovative new take on gaming recommendation applications. It allows users to seamlessly discover new games they will enjoy, while connecting developers with their users, as well as an array of analytical data tools.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER:
CEO Cathal and co-founder & CTO Keith O’Malley are recent graduates of IADT - Both of whom studied Multimedia Programming. They are both gaming enthusiasts. Gametionary’s prototype was originally a final year project. Cathal is CEO and works on the business side of the company while Keith is the CTO and is leading the technical side.

PROMOTER NAME
Cathal O’Sullivan
COMPANY NAME
Gametionary Ltd.
PHONE: 086 2723313
EMAIL: cathal@gametionary.com
WEBSITE: www.gametionary.io
TWITTER: @gametionary

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
DropChef makes cooking a healthy dinner easy and enjoyable. We deliver all the ingredients you need in exactly the right quantity along with an easy to follow recipe. Oh and for every meal that we deliver, we donate one meal to somebody in need. We call this Cook-One Feed-One.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Ryan Scott & Roman Grogan launched DropChef in 2014 in a bid to rid the world of hungry entrepreneurs. If you are a hungry entrepreneur use the discount code “mates” when checking out to get €10 off your first order.

PROMOTER NAME
Ryan Scott
COMPANY NAME
DropChef Ltd.
PHONE: 086 1535677
EMAIL: ryan@dropchef.com
WEBSITE: www.dropchef.com
TWITTER: @dropcheftweets
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Monita Analytics are developing a web based performance analytics platform for projects, organisations and individuals within the construction industry. We will reward positive behaviour and reduce overall project costs by analysing actions taken during the delivery of construction projects.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Mark has 18 years’ experience working within the construction industry designing and managing public infrastructure schemes of all sizes. His strong understanding of technology and in-depth sectoral knowledge has enabled him to identify, and develop solutions for, particular industry shortcomings.

PROMOTER NAME
Mark Smillie
COMPANY NAME
Monita Analytics Limited
PHONE: 086 3835801
EMAIL: marksmillie@monita.ie
WEBSITE: www.monita.ie

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
BEUTiFi.com is a Discovery & Booking marketplace making it simple and convenient for women to find and book all the best hair and beauty salons online, in real time, 24/7.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Worked in L’Oreal before deciding to merge to passions and make them into a job – Travel and property. Set up MyOverseasProperty.ie, still Ireland’s largest overseas property portal. Worked in CarTrawler for 6 years as Supply Manager and Head of Sales for Europe & Oceanica regions before leaving to set up BEUTiFi.com.

PROMOTER NAME
Richard Spence
COMPANY NAME
BEUTiFi Ltd.
PHONE: 086 8163777
EMAIL: richard@BEUTiFi.com
WEBSITE: www.BEUTiFi.com
TWITTER: @RichieSpence01
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Seamless is a real time approval and notification system specifically for the film and television industry. Seamless allows film crews to securely share and discuss images, video and documents for approval.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Tara van Zyl has 20 years’ experience working in the film and television industry. Prior to Seamless, Tara released iCostume in 2013, an app to digitize tracking costume continuity, traditionally done using pen, paper and a digital camera.
INSTITUTE
Dundalk Institute of Technology in Partnership with Invent DCU

INCUBATION CENTRE
Regional Development Centre

WEBSITE
www.newfrontiers.ie/locations/dundalk

NEW FRONTIERS PROGRAMME MANAGER:
Garrett Duffy
PHONE:
042 9370427/
087 2477155
EMAIL:
garrett.duffy@dkit.ie

INCUBATION CENTRE MANAGER:
Aidan Browne
PHONE:
042 9370400
EMAIL:
aidan.browne@dkit.ie

ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT MANAGER, INVENT DCU:
Maria Johnston
PHONE:
01 7007597
EMAIL:
Maria.johnston@invent.dcu.ie
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Tactic is an Educational Application for web and mobile developed to promote game awareness, understanding and anticipation in sport. Used by ‘minis’ to ‘mentor’ it gamifies sports footage in a fun and educational way.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
I have worked as a Consultant User Experience / HMI Designer in the premium automotive sector for the past 5 years. My masters in Product Design focused on the integration of Technology in Education.
I play and also coach my son’s U10 rugby team which spurred Tactic.

PROMOTER NAME
Conor Duff
COMPANY NAME
Tactic Sports Software Ltd.
PHONE: 087 7550059
EMAIL: conor@tactic-sports.com
WEBSITE: www.tactic-sports.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
WeightMonkey is a new web application designed to generate bookings for the weight loss, health and well-being industries. WeightMonkey is here to assist people in their weight loss journey. It enables people trying to lose weight to find weight loss products and services in their area, all on one platform.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
A Software Developer and Project Manager with experience in Sales and Marketing. Phyllis has a keen interest in the Health and Fitness Industry. She enjoys playing sports and hillwalking. She relishes the pressures of entrepreneurship.

PROMOTER NAME
Phyllis Coyle
COMPANY NAME
WeightTalk Ltd
T/A WeightMonkey
PHONE: 087 1928458
EMAIL: phyllis@weightmonkey.ie
WEBSITE: www.weightmonkey.ie
TWITTER: @weight_monkey
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Stowaway is the home storage solution specialist! We are a producer of unique, ceiling storage units that appeal to urban dwellers who want to maximise their limited living space. The first of the Stowaway range is a bike storage unit.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

I have a passion for e-commerce and come from a strong sales and marketing background. Whenever I get a chance, I love to escape to the mountains and go hiking.

PROMOTER NAME

Sinéad Geraghty

COMPANY NAME

Stow-it Ltd.
T/A Stowaway

PHONE: 086 0289411
EMAIL: hello@yourstowaway.com
WEBSITE: www.yourstowaway.com
TWITTER: @yourstowaway

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Bell Media Ltd. was established in September 2014 and is developing on-line, interactive digital publications for the education sector in Ireland.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

The Company is managed and directed by Rachel Hanna, an experienced salesperson with over 12 years industry experience and more notably over 8 years’ experience in the publishing industry. In her spare time, Rachel enjoys film, theatre, travel and eating out.

PROMOTER NAME

Rachel Hanna

COMPANY NAME

Bell Media Ltd.

PHONE: 083 4451900
EMAIL: info@bellmedia.ie
WEBSITE: www.bellmedia.ie
TWITTER: @belltimemag
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Zoom Couriers is an on-demand Courier App and website. Our story; Utilize all couriers in major cities. Our Passion; Create the world’s best delivery App/website service. Our People; Are the very best in Tech, Ops and Service delivery.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
My passion is people and processes. I have Operational Management experience managing up to two thousand people in both the Transport and Retail sectors. I also have ten years Sales Management experience at board room level negotiations.

PROMOTER NAME
Frank Kelly

COMPANY NAME
Zoom Couriers

PHONE: 087 6835220
EMAIL: frankmgpkelly@gmail.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Baked with Love is a family run bakery that produces premium artisan breads and pastries with an Eastern European twist.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Originally from Belarus, Mila came to Ireland over a decade ago working in the food sector. Setting up the bakery to follow her dream and aspiration that one day Baked with Love will become a brand of choice producing unique products handed down through three generations of her family.

PROMOTER NAME
Mila Khokha

COMPANY NAME
Baked With Love Ltd.

PHONE: 087 3323587
EMAIL: Bakedwithlove4u@gmail.com
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Smart Innovation Products Ltd has developed and is commercializing a patentable manifold system that maximizes efficiency in a solid fuel heating system. It does so by improving heat circulation by at least 48%.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Adrienne held a number of senior management positions before starting a heating system and stove retail business with her husband Art. Smart Innovation Products has recently spun out of the retail business to commercialise a number of innovative products for the plumbing and heating sector.

PROMOTER NAME
Adrienne McArdle

COMPANY NAME
Smart Innovation Products Ltd

PHONE: 087 4116364
EMAIL: info@sfimanifold.com
WEBSITE: www.sfimanifold.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Our product allows language teachers to assess students’ abilities in reading, writing, listening and speaking in the classroom, in real-time, using a mobile device, based on observable evidence. Teachers can give feedback and set learning goals, which has been proven to increase retention levels.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
I worked for over 10 years in the language teaching sector in both Ireland and Mexico. I was a Director of Studies, Teacher Trainer and was involved in assessment and syllabus design.

PROMOTER NAME
Aideen McDermott

COMPANY NAME
Fluid Assessment Ltd.

PHONE: 041 9847988/086 2422878
EMAIL: fluidlanguageassessment@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.fluidlassessment.com
TWITTER: @FLAssessment
**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**

Dooskey is a range of flavoured Irish whiskies aimed at 18 – 34 year old brand savvy consumers. Dooskey is tapping into the booming export trade of Irish whiskey and adding a new dimension to what was once seen as an “old man’s” drink.

**ABOUT THE PROMOTER**

BA (Hons) in Marketing and Event Management with a huge passion for branding, design and all things Irish. Professional career to date is in the marketing and advertising arena with some of Ireland and Europe’s biggest FMCG brands.

**PROMOTER NAME**

Andrew Nadin

**COMPANY NAME**

Dooskey Irish Whiskey Ltd.

**PHONE:** 085 1325412

**EMAIL:** andrew@dooskey.com

**WEBSITE:** www.dooskey.com

**TWITTER:** @Nadin_Official

---

**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**

Oriel Innovations Ltd are a product development company focusing on storage solutions for the consumer market. Our first product offers an innovative solution for the storage of children’s’ assembled Lego sets.

**ABOUT THE PROMOTER**

Ann-Marie has experience in: Design, Manufacturing, Sales, Customer Service, Management and Purchasing. She enjoys drawing, swimming, music, and trying new things. She has a has a particular interest in travel and different cultures.

**PROMOTER NAME**

Ann-Marie Rice

**COMPANY NAME**

Oriel Innovations Ltd.

**PHONE:** 0044 7774154834

**EMAIL:** annmarierice@live.com
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
We help credit card merchants and acquiring banks comply with payment card industry data security standards (PCI-DSS). We do so by providing compliance management software, policy framework documentation and compliance consultancy support.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Paul has worked in IT for Financial Services companies for 23 years in New York, Manchester and Dublin. Educated in UCD, he has a degree in Computer Science and graduated with a BA from the University of Phoenix. CISA and CISSP certified and recently trained on web application pen testing in San Diego, CA.

PROMOTER NAME
Paul Rogers
COMPANY NAME
Semper Security Ltd
PHONE: 085 1483682
EMAIL: paul@sempersecurity.ie
WEBSITE: www.sempersecurity.ie
TWITTER: @paulsemper

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Groupvite is an on-line platform for organizing and collecting payments for group oriented events and excursions.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
John White has a background in accounting having worked at senior level in KPMG and Grant Thornton. He sailed across the Atlantic and organized countless events for clubs and societies when at college. It was the pain of collecting deposits and payments that led to the formative idea for GroupVite.

PROMOTER NAME
John White
COMPANY NAME
GroupVite
PHONE: 086 3593900
EMAIL: John@groupvite.io
WEBSITE: www.groupvite.io
INSTITUTE
Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology

INCUBATION CENTRE
Innovation in Business Centre Galway & Castlebar

WEBSITE
www.newfrontiers.ie/locations/galway-mayo

NEW FRONTIERS PROGRAMME MANAGER:
Tony O’Kelly
PHONE: 091 742858
EMAIL: tony.okelly@gmit.ie

INCUBATION CENTRE MANAGER, GALWAY:
George McCourt
PHONE: 091 742822
EMAIL: George.McCourt@gmit.ie

INCUBATION CENTRE MANAGER, CASTLEBAR:
Maria Staunton
PHONE: 094 9043198
EMAIL: Maria.Staunton@gmit.ie
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
VT Networks is an infrastructure and solutions provider within the ‘Internet of things’ (IoT) space. Their exclusive nationwide IoT network allows millions of devices to connect to the internet at ultra-low power requirements and ultra-low cost. Based in Dublin and Athlone.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Mark is a product developer, radio network specialist and a Chartered Accountant with a Masters in Accounting from UCD Michael Smurfit School of Business. Previous winner of the “Ireland’s best young entrepreneur 2014” competition in his home county of Roscommon, Mark is at the forefront of “internet of things” technology and its eco-system.

PROMOTER NAME
Mark Bannon
COMPANY NAME
Vizor Technology T/A VT Networks
PHONE: 085 7866472
EMAIL: mark.bannon@vtnetworks.ie
WEBSITE: www.vtnetworks.ie

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
PAP Technology is dedicated to developing innovative, customer-centric publishing platforms. Our technology combines leading-edge, advertising capabilities with interactive, digital publishing displayed on mobile media solutions. It opens new revenue channels for publishers through data insights and analytics, commercialised through targeted advertising via the mobile interface.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Johanna has over 10 years’ experience working as a management consultant specialising in advertising and marketing. She has spent her career working internationally in locations like Sao Paolo, Singapore, Netherlands, UK, helping global organisations like Universal Film/Shell/SABMiller optimise their marketing supply chain through system design and implementation.

PROMOTER NAME
Johanna Coyne
COMPANY NAME
PAP Technology
PHONE: 083 4500025
EMAIL: johanna.coyne@googlemail.com
**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**

BriteBiz.com is a cloud based business management software solution for companies in the events and services industries. Including CRM functionality, a merchant services platform and client and staff portals, the systems resource management and workflow automation is designed to cut administration costs by up to 80%.

**ABOUT THE PROMOTER**

After graduating with a Degree and Masters in Science from UCD, Eamon went on to train as a Chartered Accountant with PwC. Eamon has been involved in the events industry for the past 10 years and is a founding director of Bentley Productions Ltd.

---

**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**

Feelsright is for innovative companies that put the happiness at the heart of their business, and recognise that external factors negatively affect employee performance and are willing and interested to solve the problem unlike other traditional in house systems.

**ABOUT THE PROMOTER**

Tara Dalrymple has strong roots in multinationals and well known household brands. She has a wide breadth of experience across different industries from IT Consultancy to Financial PR. For the last 12 years, Tara has been the Managing Director of her first business Busy Lizzie, a back office solutions outsourcing company with offices in Ireland, UK and Malta.
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
This offering will provide services to individuals and companies who want to protect their assets and their wealth, cost-effectively and with less stress. We will assess what they have, what they spend and recommend steps for better outcomes through a secure online platform, taking the confusion and paperwork out of managing their estates.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Kenneth Deery has worked in Banking in Ireland for 15 years. He holds a Degree in Financial Services and a Corporate MBA among other qualifications. He holds the Chartered Banker status from the Institute of Bankers.

PROMOTER NAME
Kenneth Deery
COMPANY NAME
Protect your wealth
PHONE: 087 6950213
EMAIL: kennethdeery@hotmail.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Jemstone Technologies is a software development agency which provides full time remote staff and turnkey solutions for medium to large scale enterprises in Ireland and abroad. Additionally Jemstone are a provider of custom developed medical reporting tools to the Health Service Executive in Ireland.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Michael holds a BSc in Computers Systems & Management from Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology and University of Limerick. He has 10 years’ project management experience with Bertelsmann SE & Co and KAO Infosystems. As CEO, he built an information tech company from start up in 2002 which sold to Dods Parliamentary Communications (LON:DODS), London in 2008.

PROMOTER NAME
Michael Furey
COMPANY NAME
Jemstone Technologies Limited
PHONE: 087 8240336
EMAIL: michael.furey@jemstone.ie
WEBSITE: www.jemstone.ie
TWITTER: @micfurirl
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Our company provides solutions for international students and employers who are seeking to connect through our technology platform, enabling clear identification of opportunities to give students that competitive edge.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Louise Gibbons has a background in Occupational Psychology and over 14 years’ experience in the area of international student mobility. She is actively involved in campaigns for Universities and companies across the globe, managing all aspects of visa management, logistics and program development.

PROMOTER NAME
Louise Gibbons
COMPANY NAME
The Inspired Network
PHONE: 086 8071456
EMAIL: louise@inspirelearning.ie
TWITTER: @louisegibbons77

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Liam Horan is creating an online platform for parents, guidance counsellors and second-level students to put teenagers on the path to career happiness by helping them discover their ideal career. It is a web-based decision-making tool with a particular focus on the teen’s skills, interests, academic abilities and behavioural characteristics.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Liam Horan is the Managing Director of Sli Nua Careers Ltd, one of Ireland’s leading career training agencies, established in 2010. The company has nine offices nationwide and it is through this work that Liam noticed the opening for a business that would cater for the career guidance needs of second-level students.

PROMOTER NAME
Liam Horan
COMPANY NAME
‘Not finalised’
PHONE: 094 9542965 / 087 9185867
EMAIL: liamhoran09@gmail.com
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Mariko is a new beverage brand, created to give choice in the soft drinks sector, offering a zero calorie natural brewed tea that assist with weight management, and general good health and wellness.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Christine has many years’ experience in business. She is the founder and owner of a school catering company and more recently a New Product Development company.

PROMOTER NAME
Christine McAndrew
COMPANY NAME
Pure Glan Food Ltd.
PHONE: 087 6464542
EMAIL: info@mariko.ie
WEBSITE: www.mariko.ie
TWITTER: @marikogreentea

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Tr3Dent helps companies realize new opportunities by seeing their business data in ways never seen before. Our suite of visualization tools enable users to see and interact dynamically with existing business models, processes and data in a natural 3D environment. Users gain a deeper understanding of business data which improves communication and accelerates adoption throughout the organization.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Kevin McCaffrey, has over 25 years' ICT experience delivering on enterprise software and business transformation projects in North America, Europe and Africa. He has also previously built and exited three other tech companies.

PROMOTER NAME
Kevin McCaffrey
COMPANY NAME
Tr3Dent
PHONE: 086 6222220
EMAIL: kevin@tr3dent.com
WEBSITE: www.tr3dent.com
TWITTER: @kevinmccaffrey4
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
GreenCare will offer a range of reusable incontinence products to nursing home residents. The products will be collected, laundered offsite and returned ready for reuse.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
I have worked several years as an Intensive Care Nurse. I have worked for Covidien as a Nurse Advisor and Senior Account Manager. When I’m not working on GreenCare I enjoy spending time with my husband and small children.

GreenCare
083 4431458
debzcoyle@yahoo.co.uk

ePond is a cloud based management system for recruitment professionals that combines psychology with smart search filtering technology. It allows our customers to easily screen & shortlist candidates that are the ideal functional, positional and cultural fit for their clients.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Started his career studying & working in Architecture in various practices in the UK & Ireland. In 2007 he signed a worldwide publishing deal with EMI. In 2011 he set up ‘Black Bag Music’, composing for companies such as Marvel & Warner Brothers.

ePond
085 2770008
gerry.owens@epond.co
www.epond.co
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
The Language Mirror is a web-based platform that has the appearance of and operates like a social network for connecting language schools, teachers and students together. It has all the tools to facilitate language teaching and learning.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Evy Perez has a Business Honours Degree issued by GMIT Castlebar, a Masters in Information Systems Management, a Diploma in French both issued by NUI Galway and several other qualifications. She has more than 12 years’ work experience in business fields such as Customer Service, Marketing, E-commerce and Project Management.

PROMOTER NAME
Evy Perez
COMPANY NAME
The Language Mirror
PHONE: 085 7243781
EMAIL: evyperez@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.thelanguagemirror.com
TWITTER: @languagemirror

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Koodots is an online toy retailer, which promotes quality and captivating toys, appropriate to the age and interests of each child. Koodots optimises social media channels to maximise customer acquisition and retention with its theme-based videos and campaigns.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Ciaran is an experienced business development professional, with multinational experience across medical device, technology and telecoms sectors. A London Business School MBA graduate, Ciaran has led successful business acquisitions, start-ups, turnarounds and accelerated sales growth in US, Europe, Middle East and Africa.

PROMOTER NAME
Ciaran Sheridan
COMPANY NAME
Koodots
PHONE: 086 8917989
EMAIL: ciaran1sheridan@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.koodots.com
INSTITUTE
Letterkenny Institute of Technology
INCUBATION CENTRE
Colab
WEBSITE
www.newfrontiers.ie/locations/letterkenny

INSTITUTE
Institute of Technology Sligo
INCUBATION CENTRE
Innovation Centre
WEBSITE
www.newfrontiers.ie/locations/sligo

NEW FRONTIERS PROGRAMME MANAGER:
Michelle Connolly
PHONE:
087 9554892
EMAIL:
michelle.connolly@lyit.ie

INCUBATION CENTRE MANAGER, LETTERKENNY:
Patsy Donaghey
PHONE:
074 9186703
EMAIL:
Patrick.Donaghey@lyit.ie

INCUBATION CENTRE MANAGER, SLIGO:
Janette Gillen
PHONE:
071 9155315
EMAIL:
Gillen.Janette@itsligo.ie
**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**

RuckSak is a free web and mobile application designed for students, which provides them with the key features needed for daily college studies & life all in a single workspace.

**ABOUT THE PROMOTER**

Roger is an experienced retail sales and management professional. He also has extensive experience in event management, dealing with B2B and B2C Sales. Roger recently returned to full time education where he completed a Bsc in Computer Systems and Networking Management at ITSligo.

**PROMOTER NAME**

Roger Brennan

**COMPANY NAME**

RuckSak Ltd.

**PHONE:** 085 2800222

**EMAIL:** rogerbrennan@rucksak.com

**WEBSITE:** www.rucksak.com

**TWITTER:** @RuckSak

---

**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**

Following the success of Wed-Extras, a wedding based E-Commerce website, Declan developed an app which helps engaged couples plan their wedding. Features of this exciting app include guest list, vendor, budget and sample managers, shared partner accounts and offline usage.

**ABOUT THE PROMOTER**

Declan is a former Business Honours student, with a keen interest and skill in graphic and web design. Declan identified a viable opportunity in the market and established his business following the design of stationery as a wedding favour for his sister.

**PROMOTER NAME**

Declan Bourke

**COMPANY NAME**

Wed-Extras.com | My Wedding App

**PHONE:** 086 0532852

**EMAIL:** decbourke@hotmail.com

**WEBSITE:** www.wed-extras.com
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Escape Goats makes it easy to find and book great experiences, with expert providers, at the best price.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Sean has extensive experience in media, communications and sales. He was a county finalist in Ireland’s Best Young Entrepreneur, Galway Startup Weekend and a third round auditionee on BBC’s The Apprentice. Enjoys sport, music, design and film.

PROMOTER NAME
Sean Bushell

COMPANY NAME
Escape Goats Ltd.

PHONE: 085 1338819
EMAIL: sean@escapegoats.ie
WEBSITE: www.escapegoats.ie
TWITTER: @escapegoatsie

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Anti-Piracy Service: We remove illegal use of Digital Content from Internet.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
15 years consulting Database Sql Server / Business Intelligence.

PROMOTER NAME
Joffrey Detender

COMPANY NAME
Locus Ensure

PHONE: 086 4438524
EMAIL: contact@locusensure.com
WEBSITE: www.locusensure.com
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
An easily installed fuel saver for car owners that reduces fuel consumption by 50%-80%, letting you travel further for less whilst reducing CO2 emissions.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
He is a graduated Design student. His hobbies are motorcycling and maintenance. He is a real ‘Do It Yourselfer’ as he likes tinkering and building anything.

PROMOTER NAME
Alex Cammeraat
COMPANY NAME
Not Finalised
PHONE: 086 0519807
EMAIL: alex-cammeraat@hotmail.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
At The School Door we want to support schools in moving towards the 21st century model of learning. Our technology and LEGO workshops for children and training for staff provide hands on learning experiences which focus on problem solving, collaboration, self-directed learning, peer mentoring, and gathering of information, analysis and presentation skills.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Maggie is a lifelong learner and started her academic career at LYIT with a Degree in Business Studies who then went on and completed a higher diploma in arts in primary education. She is currently doing an MSc by research through LYIT. She is the education officer for Donegal Down Syndrome.

PROMOTER NAME
Maggie Green
COMPANY NAME
The School Door
PHONE: 083 4192241 / 086 3552621
EMAIL: theschooldoor@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.theschooldoor.com
TWITTER: @theschooldoor
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Consilium Education is an educational services company offering a full range of support, advice and training to new and established schools around the world. The company also publishes International Teacher Magazine, an online journal read by educators worldwide.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
During an international career of more than 30 years as a teacher and school leader, Andy has served in a number of the world’s leading international schools. Specialising in school start-ups, he has significant experience in creating conditions in which students settle quickly to achieve excellence.

PROMOTER NAME
Andy Homden
COMPANY NAME
Consilium Education Ltd.
PHONE: 085 1152130 / 074 9158808
EMAIL: ahomden@consiliumeducation.com
WEBSITE: www.consiliumeducation.com
TWITTER: @homdens

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Degree in Electronics, Degree in Network & Satellite Communication. He was an IT manager for the last 8 years for vdauk.com.

PROMOTER NAME
Matthew Kelly
COMPANY NAME
Creative Drone Apps
PHONE: 085 2457069
EMAIL: lahinchweb@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.dronevideo.ie
TWITTER: @matthewkellyme
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Mabel and Arnt is a high-end children’s fashion and home-wares label, based around two characters that love going on adventures.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Fiona is a self-taught maker, working in garment construction, fashion and textiles. The creator of Mabel and Arnt. Fiona returned to Ireland with her family and settled in ‘lovely Leitrim’ having completed various courses at home and abroad in garment construction, fabric printing and drawing.

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Palizza Ltd is a new premium food company based in Letterkenny, Co Donegal. We produce clean, healthy, highly nutritional, non-processed foods for coeliacs, gluten sensitive and health enthusiasts. Palizza Ltd foods are both gluten and dairy free and do not contain added sugar, additives or preservatives.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

As a Coeliac, I find it hard to find ‘free from’ foods that are made with only natural ingredients. Most free from foods are manufactured for long shelf life with lots of sweeteners and preservatives. I want to change that.
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
MessageCue is a reverse marketing network for the purposes of direct anonymous messaging using push notifications to mobile devices. No phone numbers or audience management is required.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
15 years’ experience as an IT professional. Experience in IT Start-ups, Product Development, Team Management, Amazon Cloud Infrastructure, Database Administration, passionate about food and fitness.

PROMOTER NAME
Tony McGarry
COMPANY NAME
MessageCue Ltd.
PHONE: 087 9079365
EMAIL: tony@simapps.com
WEBSITE: www.messagecue.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Waterwatch is a smart water monitoring system which helps users to save water and reduce bills by allowing them to monitor their overall water usage in real time – as well as the consumption of individual locations/appliances via the WaterWatch App/Web Platform.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Brian Moran is the sole founder and promoter of WaterWatch. As a graduate of Creative Design and Innovation in IT Sligo he has worked as a Product Designer in the Innovation Centre, IT Sligo, gaining vast knowledge and experience in all aspects of the design process of a product from concept stage to realization.

PROMOTER NAME
Brian Moran
COMPANY NAME
Waterwatch Technologies Ltd.
PHONE: 087 7818990
EMAIL: brian-moran@hotmail.com
TWITTER: @brianm9309
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Bababou, as an Irish design company. We want to raise the bar in creating and offering cutting-edge nursery furniture. Apart from wonderful designs, functionality is another driving force and we want to help improve the sleeping environment for everyone. Furniture designed by a mum for modern mums today.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Lucia Nash is a graduate of University of Ulster, Magee. Combined with her 20 year business experience working in the media and communications industry in London, LA, and Dublin she intends to make Bababou one of the most exciting new baby brands in Ireland and the UK.

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

We are a true artist music collective placing the song and the artist as the most important part of the business of music. Andromeda Artisans is run by artists, for artists. We strive to educate and empower our artists to reach their global audiences through innovative digital distribution techniques.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

10 Years as an accountant in private practice, 10 years as music industry professional, 3 years venue manager.
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Carestepsplus is a Patient Management software solution for Nursing Homes and Step Down Care facilities which centralises patient information, enabling considerable cost and time saving benefits to our users.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Previously worked as a self-employed IT administrator/consultant for Wobego Ltd. as a software engineer and other IT related positions in the past.

Expertise/Skills: IT administration, software engineer, project management.
Hobbies include running and football.

PROMOTER NAME
Brendan Rooney
COMPANY NAME
Carestepsplus
PHONE: 087 7476783
EMAIL: brendan.c.rooney@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.carestepsplus.com
TWITTER: @carestepsplus

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
KudosHealth is an online health engagement solution for corporate HR departments to improve productivity & employee engagement, while also creating a health conscious corporate culture.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Declan was previously part of Bank of America’s future leadership development program, he gained data analytics & insurance knowledge while working for car insurance telematics start-up before starting KudosHealth. He has a keen interest in all thing keep-fit & health promotion.

PROMOTER NAME
Declan Trumble
COMPANY NAME
KudosHealth
PHONE: 087 8111111
EMAIL: declan@kudoshealth.com
WEBSITE: www.kudoshealth.com
TWITTER: @kudoshealth
INSTITUTE

Limerick Institute of Technology

INCUBATION CENTRE

Hartnett Enterprise Acceleration Centre

WEBSITE

www.newfrontiers.ie/locations/limerick

NEW FRONTIERS PROGRAMME MANAGER:

Simon O’Keeffe

PHONE: 061 293 830

EMAIL: newfrontiers@lit.ie

NEW FRONTIERS PROGRAMME CO-ORDINATOR:

Mary Casey

PHONE: 061 293 830

EMAIL: mary.casey@lit.ie

ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT & BUSINESS LIASON MANAGER:

Gillian Barry

PHONE: 061 293 151

EMAIL: gillian.barry@lit.ie
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Vistrato creates immersive online training products for the International maritime sector specifically ports and terminals handling dry bulk such as iron ore, coal, bauxite, grain etc.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
A start-up entrepreneur designer, marketer, technical illustrator and graphics expert, Tommy has 25 years’ experience running his own design and communications business. He has worked closely with many large organisations including CRH, Lufthansa, ABS Sweden, Alcan, First Group UK, and others.

PROMOTER NAME
Tommy Casey
COMPANY NAME
Vistrato Limited
PHONE: 087 2448803
EMAIL: tommy@vistrato.com
WEBSITE: www.vistrato.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
The Company develops innovative products that leverage new technology. We are creating new ‘Internet of things’ products for your businesses, cities and homes. We hope this will help improve business processes, collect previously unseen data and change the way we do things in a positive way.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER:
Will is a qualified chartered accountant (ACA) having trained & worked in PwC Dublin. He has completed a Masters in Accounting (UCD Smurfit Business School) and a Bachelor of Commerce Degree (UCD). Will has extensive experience working within the ‘Internet of things’ space. His strengths are leveraging value from new technology.

PROMOTER NAME
Will Ferguson
COMPANY NAME
SunBear Technology Ltd.
PHONE: 087 9696347
EMAIL: will.ferguson@sunbeartech.com
WEBSITE: www.technologies.com
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
CogniGolf is a mobile application that uses psychological training to increase golfing performance in players of all levels. The training system focuses on enhancing the user's golf specific mental skills. CogniGolf bridges the gap between professional and amateur golf, providing access to psychological training in the palm of your hand.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Sean holds undergraduate and postgraduate qualifications in Psychology (Sport & Exercise), conducting research on the cognitive skills that underpin sports performance at the elite level. Sean has a sports performance background, having represented his country in international competition, and has experience working in sports business development with Setanta College.

PROMOTER NAME
Sean Hogan
COMPANY NAME
CogniGolf
PHONE: 085 7144378
EMAIL: hogan.sean.m@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.cognigolf.com
TWITTER: @CogniGolf / @TheSeanHogan

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Sadiecom has developed a touchscreen communication device that allows people with verbal disabilities to communicate by transforming pictures into text messages. This device is called TippyTalk.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Rob has 10 years pharmaceutical sales experience, 5 years motor trade background and is a recent graduate of Industrial Automation & Robotics at Limerick Institute of Technology. Father to a nonverbal child with Autism who was the inspiration of TippyTalk and is being used with her to great success.

PROMOTER NAME
Rob Laffan
COMPANY NAME
Sadiecom Ltd.
PHONE: 085 7479721
EMAIL: laffanrob@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.tippy-talk.com
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
SketchUcation provides design professionals an online platform to discuss, share, sell and buy CAD content and productivity tools. EDG3D, its newest product, provides IP protection by allowing design professionals to host and share their designs in a web browser.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Rich has 12 years’ experience in the CG and CAD industry. He dedicates his time to producing professional, innovative and creative visuals for clients the world over. He is co-founder of the PluginStore, an authorised CAD trainer and 3D content developer.

PROMOTER NAME
Rich O’Brien
COMPANY NAME
SketchUcation Ltd.
PHONE: 086 8207012/
065 6891111
EMAIL: richob@
sketchucation.com
WEBSITE: www.sketchucation.com
TWITTER: @sketchucation

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
GroupandPay.com is a simple to use group payments application that makes it very simple for an entire group to see what’s been organized for them, and collect the money in a way that the entire group can make sure everyone is paid up on time.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
I have been involved in a number of entrepreneurial projects, which included the establishment of Ireland’s Leading Staging Company in the Events Sector Staging-Systems.com, a Conference and Exhibition project that became Irelands leading Business Inspirational Event called TheEntrepreneurShow.com to name but a few!

PROMOTER NAME
Darren O’Toole
COMPANY NAME
GroupandPay.com
PHONE: 086 3812431
EMAIL: info@groupandpay.com
WEBSITE: www.groupandpay.com
TWITTER: @groupandpay
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Rigney’s Farmhouse Foods have developed a granola that hits the spot on taste, nutrition and well-being. The product USP is that it is all natural with a set of ingredients previously not seen in other granolas which give it a unique taste and characteristic that are good for mind and body.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Caroline is an innovative foody; Caroline and her husband run a multi award winning B&B famed for rare breed farming and developing their own brand of meat products. Inspired by keeping a healthy mind and body, Caroline is also a trained Reflexologist and Aroma therapist.

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Adventure Sports Innovations Ltd. (ASI) develops a range of innovative and patentable products for the water sport industry, specifically accessory products for wearers of full wetsuits called WetsuitBuddies™.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Laura has worked in adventures sports for many years and is a qualified, experienced instructor in many water sports. Laura noticed a large gap in the wetsuit accessories market this led her to conceive a range of wetsuit accessories the first of which is the GlideOff™.
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Wild Irish Sea Veg produces high quality, organic certified seaweeds for the retail, food manufacturing and health and beauty sector.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Evan is 30 years old. He has a background in Renewable Energy Systems and also has a degree in Policing Studies. Currently studying nutrition with Setanta College to help with promoting his business.

PROMOTER NAME
Evan Talty
COMPANY NAME
Wild Irish Seaweeds Ltd.
PHONE: 087 0922555
EMAIL: info@wildirishseaveg.com
WEBSITE: www.wildirishseaveg.com
TWITTER: @evanalmighty85

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Last Minute Minders is a reliable source of Garda vetted, qualified, reference checked childcare professionals. We provide wedding & event childcare, as well as corporate childcare as a work related benefit. We also offer festival childcare under our Festi’ Kidz logo.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Hannah has been involved in the childcare sector for over 10 years having ran a very successful childcare facility in Limerick City. Her background is in HR, Business Administration and Management. Hannah has a naturally positive outlook and has a history of seeing opportunities and seizing them.

PROMOTER NAME
Hannah Wrixon
COMPANY NAME
Last Minute Minders Ltd.
PHONE: 061 293556/ 083 1704464
EMAIL: info@lastminuteminders.com
WEBSITE: www.lastminuteminders.com
TWITTER: @LMminders
INSTITUTE

Institute of Technology Tallaght

INCUBATION CENTRE
Synergy Centre

WEBSITE
www.newfrontiers.ie/locations/tallaght

NEW FRONTIERS PROGRAMME MANAGER:

Colm Ó Maolmhuire
PHONE: 01 4042025
EMAIL: colm.omaolmhuire@ittdublin.ie

INCUBATION CENTRE MANAGER:

Tom Rooney
PHONE: 01 4042221
EMAIL: tom.rooney@ittdublin.ie

ENTERPRISE SUPPORT OFFICER:

Onray Brainard
PHONE: 01 4042083
EMAIL: onray.brainard@ittdublin.ie
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
ITCOtec implements Microsoft & Oracle software license optimization projects for its customers, already resulting in cost reduction and risk avoidance valued in excess of $100m in 2015.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Ian is a software license optimisation professional who has designed and implemented some of the most successful license optimisation projects worldwide, resulting in cost reduction and risk avoidance valued in excess of $200m.

PROMOTER NAME
Ian Armstrong
COMPANY NAME
ITCOtec Ltd.
PHONE: 086 7968604
EMAIL: ian.armstrong@itcotec.com
WEBSITE: www.itcotec.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Journie provides smart, simple solutions for brands. Identifying opportunities, key customers & promoters online to help increase sales and reputation.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Passionate about helping people excel, trying to keep healthy while building a successful business!

PROMOTER NAME
Neil Burns
COMPANY NAME
Journie
PHONE: 086 7775295
EMAIL: Neil@Journ.ie
WEBSITE: www.journ.ie
TWITTER: @burnsneill
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Paper recycling and tissue manufacturing. Product offering is using locally sourced paper fibre to produce industrial towelling and tissue for the away-from-home market segment in Ireland and the UK – The concept- A Tissue Paper Mill.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Finance and Business development background, 14 months working on this project with partners in the tissue and recycling sector.

PROMOTER NAME
Thomas Buttle
COMPANY NAME
Irish Tissue Manufactures Ltd.
PHONE: 086 2145222
EMAIL: thomasjbuttle@gmail.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Think: part tinder, part airbnb and part social game. Beatvyne is a mobile application that connects fans and commercial spaces with artists while using game mechanics to encourage and reward users for experiencing new music and live music events.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
I am a musicpreneur, tech enthusiast and avid lover of maps and spaces. I have a passion for marketing and design thinking and I am the founder of Muso, an educational service through music and film. But nothing comes close to football.

PROMOTER NAME
Kenn Davis
COMPANY NAME
Beatvyne Ltd.
PHONE: 087 9628870
EMAIL: kenn@beatvyne.com
WEBSITE: www.beatvyne.com
TWITTER: @beatvyne
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Fifty One Bikes produces cutting edge carbon fiber racing bikes. Users have the ability to specify individual components and create their own unique artwork using the site's customization tool.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Aidan is a former professional cyclist and has represented Ireland at many European and world championships. 13 years’ experience working within the bicycle industry (retail & wholesale) in Europe. Former Managing Director of Raleigh Ireland and Eurocycles group.

PROMOTER NAME
Aidan Duff
COMPANY NAME
Fifty One Bikes Ltd.
PHONE: 087 2800606
EMAIL: Aidan@fiftyonebikes.com
WEBSITE: www.fiftyonebikes.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
The DPW Group provides information management solutions for the construction sector. Our products and services focus on integrating people, process, and technology to improve the bottom line of construction industry stakeholders.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Rich has been an architect, project and innovation manager in the construction industry for over 12 years. He is a thought leader and expert in Building Information Modelling (BIM). Rich’s goal is to improve the built environment by bringing data oriented solutions to the construction market.

PROMOTER NAME
Rich DePalma
COMPANY NAME
The DPW Group
PHONE: 083 1822360
EMAIL: rdepalma@dpw-group.com
WEBSITE: www.dpw-group.com
TWITTER: @theDPWgroup
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

WeSavvy is a Pan-European insurance digital platform that enables Brokers/Agents to engage more effectively with Policyholders. Via the use of Big Data and IoT, our FinTech Company is bringing telematics, effective analytics and risk management to the Life & Health insurance industry.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Hesus is a seasoned Financial Services professional and a big advocate of Financial Health. He has gained his experience in domestic and European insurance markets (Life and Non-Life). Hesus is passionate about improving Customer Experience through the use of technology.

PROMOTER NAME

Hesus Inoma

COMPANY NAME

WeSavvy.com

PHONE: 086 896 1440
EMAIL: hesus@wesavvy.com
WEBSITE: www.wesavvy.com
TWITTER: @hesusci

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

I-Rad Intelligent Controls supplies Wi-Fi Connected Thermostatically Controlled Radiator Valves. These allow independent control of each radiator so that you can zone your home/building – only heating the rooms you need to heat to the temperature you require – saving you 300 euro approx. on your heating bill.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Catherine Hynes has worked extensively in the Heating and Construction Industry for many years. She has experience in Technical Sales in a number of sectors. She has successfully launched heating products in Ireland and the UK.

PROMOTER NAME

Catherine Hynes

COMPANY NAME

iRad Intelligent Controls

PHONE: 083 3592596
EMAIL: catherine@hynesheatingsolutions.co.uk
**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**
Improper Butter is a range of Irish cooking butters that add a pop of delicious, fresh flavour to dishes.

**ABOUT THE PROMOTER**
Elaine Lavery is a graduate entrepreneur. She graduated with a 1.1 degree in Business & Legal (BBLs) from UCD in 2012. Subsequently, Elaine spent time working as a chef in the French Alps where the idea for Improper Butter was developed.

**PROMOTER NAME**
Elaine Lavery

**COMPANY NAME**
Improper Food Ltd.

**PHONE:** 086 0707099

**EMAIL:** elaine@improperbutter.com

**WEBSITE:** www.improperbutter.com

**TWITTER:** @improperbutter

---

**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**
RewardSync provides a complete media engagement solution for Broadcasters, helping them promote their channel and complement the TV experience through our exclusive rewards based platform. We offer the TV industry a unique measurement tool that captures data of audience engagement to drive new revenue opportunities.

**ABOUT THE PROMOTER**
With 15 years IT and commercial experience in the banking and telecommunications sector, Maryrose has gained invaluable experience delivering a range of technical and managed services to clients as a Network Engineer and later as an Account Manager.

**PROMOTER NAME**
Maryrose Maguire

**COMPANY NAME**
RewardSync Ltd.

**PHONE:** 086 8556264

**EMAIL:** maryrosemaguire@rewardsync.com

**WEBSITE:** www.rewardsync.com

**TWITTER:** @_rewardsync
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

GRC Labs provides focused GRC tools & technology that increase the impact of Corporate GRC Programs and Audit Functions at department and process level. Information gathering, data analytics’ and integrated reporting are key features of our GRC practitioner designed solutions.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Prior to founding GRC Labs Declan gained valuable relevant qualifications, skills and insights through 18 years’ experience working in the front line for audit & assurance functions for two of Ireland largest Banking, Financial Services and Insurance participants.

PROMOTER NAME
Declan Molloy

COMPANY NAME
Governance Risk and Compliance Laboratories (GRC Labs)

PHONE: 087 2158634
EMAIL: Declan.e.molloy@gmail.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Teanga is a picture and voiced based language learning tool for beginners of all languages. Students gain confidence by speaking (and recording) from the first minute. Teanga! Text-free language lego.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Shane taught and learned all over the world. He loves to travel, communicate and interact with other cultures. His background is science but he has many years teaching experience in language and software. He enjoys cycling, snowboarding, politics, linguistics and philosophy.

PROMOTER NAME
Shane Walsh

COMPANY NAME
Teanga.me

PHONE: 083 4484326
EMAIL: info@teanga.me
WEBSITE: www.teanga.me
TWITTER: @teangainfo
INSTITUTE
Institute of Technology Tralee

INCUBATION CENTRE
Tom Crean Centre

WEBSITE
www.newfrontiers.ie/locations/tralee

NEW FRONTIERS
PROGRAMME MANAGER:
Anne Looney

PHONE:
066 7191994

EMAIL:
Anne.Looney@staff.ittralee.ie

INCUBATION CENTRE/
CEED MANAGER:
Breda O’Dwyer

PHONE:
066 7191925

EMAIL:
breda.odwyer@staff.ittralee.ie
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Your Healthy Living Coach inspires and empowers people to improve their health through the delivery of workshops, 1-1 coaching and online programmes. As specialists in weight management, the ‘Lose Weight, Feel Great’ programme is the first online programme to be developed.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Ailis has over 20 years’ experience in the health and fitness industry and has degrees in Sports Science, Health Promotion and Health Psychology. She is passionate about health and helping people reach their health goals.

PROMOTER NAME
Ailis Brosnan
COMPANY NAME
Your Healthy Living Coach Ltd
PHONE: 085 7725133
EMAIL: info@YourHealthyLivingCoach.com
WEBSITE: www.YourHealthyLivingCoach.com
TWITTER: @CoachAilis

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Nisus Corporate Fitness Solutions provides employees with health and fitness accountability through the use of wearable technology and online personal coaching. We work closely with each employee providing them with health and fitness support online, in addition to nutrition and wellness seminars in the workplace.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Siobhán and Joe both have over 15 years’ experience working in the Health and Fitness industry and are both extremely passionate about health and wellness. Siobhán specialises and lectures in the area of Sports Therapy, Injury Rehabilitation and Ergonomics. Joe specialises and lectures in the area of Exercise Physiology and Performance Training.

PROMOTER NAME
Siobhán Caulfield & Joe O’Connor
COMPANY NAME
Nisus Fitness
PHONE: 087 6676836/087 6678549
EMAIL: Siobhan@nisusfitness.com/joe@nisusfitness.com
WEBSITE: www.nisusfitness.com
TWITTER: @nisusfitness
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Killarney candle makers have created Ireland’s first truly home grown candle using rapeseed wax grown in Donegal. Our signature range captures the essence of home, to evoke the memories of home. Including Irish turf, Irish Rising, Irish Atlantic way, Irish Shamrock and Irish Christmas.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
The Daly family have been making award winning candles for many years. Ireland’s first natural Soy candle makers using pure essential oils. With innovative methods, as tried and tested recipes. We are a farming family, enjoying the outdoors and beautiful countryside around Kerry.

PROMOTER NAME
Jimmy & Fleur Daly
COMPANY NAME
Killarney Candle Makers
PHONE: 064 6646024
EMAIL: info@killarneycandlemakers.com
WEBSITE: www.killarneycandlemakers.com

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
LDgolf is a freelance golf coaching company based in Tralee, Co. Kerry. The product we are developing focuses on using sensor based technology to look at the movement of the golfer in play and practice to give insight into how they can improve performance.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Liam Duggan is a P.G.A Advanced professional and head professional at LDgolf. Liam has extensive experience in the industry working both at home and in the USA over the past 15 years.

PROMOTER NAME
Liam Duggan
COMPANY NAME
LDgolf Ltd.
PHONE: 086 1718715
EMAIL: info@LDgolf.ie
WEBSITE: www.LDgolf.ie
TWITTER: @ldgolfcoaching
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Passloop is the world’s first brand focused Mobile Wallet Marketing platform. With Passloop brands can create, manage and distribute digital coupons and tickets to mobile wallets through online advertising, social media, inbound SMS, WiFi & ibeacons.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Thomas has 10 years’ experience working in the mobile marketing, online advertising and the wireless ISP industries. Before moving back to Ireland to form Relate Labs in 2014, Thomas was Technical Director of a London based WiFi marketing company called Wicoms for three years.

PROMOTER NAME
Thomas Locke
COMPANY NAME
Relate Labs Ltd, T/A Passloop
PHONE: 083 1673553
EMAIL: thomas@passloop.com
WEBSITE: www.passloop.com
TWITTER: @Passloop

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
PereGreen Energy specialise in Intelligent LED Lighting Systems. Partnered with award winning US Company, Digital Lumens, PereGreen Energy have brought the Internet of Lighting to the Industrial & Residential Sectors. Their system is efficient, high-quality connected LED lighting, which communicates and interacts with its environment and its users.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Marie has a degree in Business & Economics and previously worked in the aircraft leasing industry for 10 years. Marie brings an extensive knowledge of Finance and Sales as part of her experience as AVP of her dept., with globally recognized Fortune 500 Company, General Electric.

PROMOTER NAME
Marie Looby
COMPANY NAME
PereGreen Energy Ltd
PHONE: 086 0710718
EMAIL: m.looby@peregreenenergy.com
WEBSITE: www.peregreenenergy.com
TWITTER: @PereGreenEnergy
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Crèche connect is a childcare management software and hardware solution that has been created by a team skilled in childcare and technology to record, protect, manage and physically store essential written reports in line with HSE regulations.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Rose & Marie are both qualified as a Nursery Nurses and between them have years of experience working abroad and in Ireland. Rose has experience in HR, Operations, Management of HSE regulations and also Financial and Administrative tasks while Marie worked as a childcare worker and in a management role, ensuring best practice and high standards.

PROMOTER NAME
Rose O’Brien & Marie O’Sullivan

COMPANY NAME
Crèche Connect Ltd

PHONE: 087 6249037/085 7057072
EMAIL: crecheconnect@gmail.com
WEBSITE: www.crecheconnect.com
TWITTER: @crecheconnect

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
An online Sports Video Analysis and Statistics tool to make it easier for coaches to analyse their players, maximise their performances and win more games.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Academic Background: Business Studies (Marketing) with experience in Retail Management, Operations Management, Business Development/Expansion, Sales and Market & Research.

PROMOTER NAME
John C. O’Shea

COMPANY NAME
SidelineEye

PHONE: 087 9554831
EMAIL: info@sidelineeye.com
WEBSITE: www.sidelineeye.com
TWITTER: @sidelineeye
INSTITUTE

Waterford Institute of Technology

INCUBATION CENTRE
Arc Labs Research & Innovation Centre

WEBSITE
www.newfrontiers.ie/locations/waterford

NEW FRONTIERS PROGRAMME MANAGER:
Eugene Crehan
PHONE: 051 302953
EMAIL: ecrehan@wit.ie

INCUBATION CENTRE MANAGER:
Tom Corcoran
PHONE: 051 302975
EMAIL: tcorcoran@wit.ie

NEW FRONTIERS ADMINISTRATOR:
Eileen Sinnott
PHONE: 051 302949
EMAIL: esinnott@wit.ie
**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**

Clubs.ie is an innovative cloud based platform for managing sports and social clubs. Our service enables clubs to share administration tasks and makes managing club resources and organising club and team activities easier and less time consuming. Our bespoke communications platform ensures that everyone involved is kept up to date with club events and all those last minute changes.

**ABOUT THE PROMOTER**

Cathy has a Degree in Software Development and is involved with many clubs both as a Parent and as a Volunteer. With a background in Software and Sales Cathy has an entrepreneurial spirit and a passion for new and creative ideas.

---

**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**

Powerscourt Distillery is a small and independent Irish craft distillery located in the heart of the Wicklow Mountains crafting truly Irish artisan spirits of uncompromising quality and taste. Powerscourt Estate that’s welcomes 500,000 visitors each year and will produce premium craft distilled whiskey for sale in an ever increasing global market.

**DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY**

Gerry has 8 years’ extensive experience in Project Management, Financial services, Consulting and Operations Management across the banking sectors in Ireland & the UK. Bachelor of Commerce Honours degree UCD. He is passionate about fostering an appreciation of this traditional Irish spirit, reclaiming and celebrating Ireland’s distilling heritage and in parallel creating sustainable long term rural development.
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Íon offers specialist health tonics with functional benefits to time-constrained and health-conscious consumers. Íon health tonics are available to corporations who purchase through our subscription model. The companies will offer Íon tonics complementary to their employees as part of a new health and wellness initiative.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Aoife holds a PhD in Materials Science from Oxford. Her aim is to promote herbs as a simple solution for inspiring greater health.

PROMOTER NAME
Aoife Kelly
COMPANY NAME
Íon
PHONE: 086 7707606
EMAIL: hello@ionherbs.com
WEBSITE: www.ionherbs.com
TWITTER: @ionherbs

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Jablinked.com Design and develop software solutions for sporting organisations. Our team has involvement in boxing, rugby and soccer as both coaches and players with a deep knowledge of various sports. Our online platform creates member profiling enables member tracking, protects member accreditation/validation. It enables “real time information input” manages event databases and entries. Using our smart member card over our network allows access to your member’s digital footprint with encrypted login access - one card, one swipe, one mobile.

PROMOTER NAME
Paul Kelly
COMPANY NAME
Jablinked.ie
PHONE: 086 8562554
EMAIL: info@jablinked.com
WEBSITE: www.jablinked.com
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Cyc-Lok Ltd. is a Carlow company established in 2014 to develop a Europe-wide and later, global network of secure bicycle parking facilities in response to the dramatic surge in cycling for recreation and especially for transport in urban commuter zones. Underpinned by changes in public policy and legislation, increasing capital expenditure on cycling infrastructure and bike to work tax rebate schemes, the growth in daily cycling journeys and proliferation of high-value cycles and equipment is driving up demand for secure individual bike parking and storage. Cyc-Lok will be the first product to market with a publicly accessible, real-time app-based, pay for use locker designed uniquely for cyclists.

PROMOTER NAME
Louise Murphy
COMPANY NAME
Cyc-lok Ltd
PHONE: 087 7381543
EMAIL: lmurphy@cyc-lok.ie
WEBSITE: www.cyc-lok.ie

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY
Fun.ie is a search engine of all fun activity, all ages, all over Ireland offering fun activity providers, a cost effective, multi-segment and fully self-service online advertising and ticketing solution.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER
Damian has an extensive background in Online and Offline Marketing and relationship sales during a long career with a Global PC Manufacturer. He is a regular contributor on “fun activity for all ages in Ireland” on TV3’ Ireland AM. He holds a BSc (Hons) in Leadership and Management from the Open University.

PROMOTER NAME
Damien O’Neill
COMPANY NAME
Fun.ie
PHONE: 087 6236689
EMAIL: damian@fun.ie
WEBSITE: www.fun4all.ie
TWITTER: @fun4all_ie
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Musinc was originally developed to provide the media industry with easy to license music audio from composers around the world for use in advertising and broadcasting. The company is now undergoing significant developments to become the first to market leader in music discovery and licensing through mobile and web for both the B2B and B2C markets.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Ben graduated in Media Communications and has worked in IT and Music industries for over 10 years. He thrives on music as both a musician and music lover. He relishes the creativity required to solve the methods in which to discover and license media content.

PROMOTER NAME

Ben Wainwright

COMPANY NAME

Musinc / Music Sync

PHONE: 087 7144770

EMAIL: ben@musinc.co.uk / ben@musicsync.me

WEBSITE: www.musinc.biz / www.musicsync.me

DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

LeadingViews is a B2B news, analysis platform that helps producers, researchers and editors source and contact the world’s leading opinion-formers for breaking news stories. Once a news story breaks, LeadingViews will provide industry subscribers with analysis from sources on the ground, new voices, and related experts. All sources are curated and verified in advance with their contact details available to subscribers as well as links to previous media appearances.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

Daire Whelan is an award-winning producer and editor who worked for national broadcasters and publications including Newstalk and the Irish Times.

PROMOTER NAME

Daire Whelan

COMPANY NAME

Leading Views

PHONE: 087 3589846

EMAIL: daire@leadingviews.com

WEBSITE www.leadingviews.com
DESCRIPTION OF COMPANY

Immersive VR Education is for students of all ages and abilities who wish to learn through experience rather than memory memory testing. The Immersive Immersive VR Education software suite is a new unique way of learning, unlike all other existing media and teaching tools, our product will educate students through virtual experiences rather than fact learning.

ABOUT THE PROMOTER

David has extensive experience in software and web development and has lectured in web media and marketing. He is also a content and video editor with many years’ experience.

PROMOTER NAME

David Whelan

COMPANY NAME

VR Education

PHONE: 085 1106823

EMAIL: david@immersivevr education.com

WEBSITE: www.immersivevr education.com
New Frontiers Locations